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I - INTRODUCTION
The need for a surnnarization of evidence in any field of
investigation becomes necessary from time to tiire. The
enormous amount of literature to be read makes it impossible
for an individual to take the time to find out and interpret
the original sources except in a very few areas of investigation.
This is especially true in the field of vitamin research, where
in less than fifty years the subject has grown from isolated
studies to the present status of a veritable science in itself,
which is divided into yet smaller subjects, such as avitamin-
osis, and these divisions are quite immense and complex enough
in scope and problems to satisfy the student.
1. Purposes of the Investigation
This investigation is confined to a summarization and
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interpretation of the evidence concerning the synthesis of all
known vitamins by various micro-organisms. The writer is aware
that some such summarization has been recently conducted by
several workers. However, these studies have not been confined
solely to the research done concerning vitamin synthesis by
micro-organisms, but concern the subject of vitamins much more
generally. Also, a few recent investigations of considerable
significance have not been included in these works. Therefore,
it would seem sensible and reasonably significant to consider
the vitamin synthesis problem alone, as well as to summarize
the subject and ftrihg it up to the present hour.
There was, also, a desire on the part of the writer from a
purely personal point of view to discover just what had been
done in this field of investigation, especially where soil
micro-organisms were concerned, and logically, from that to
ascertain just what profitable direction future research might
take.
The writer would here like to acknowledge the suggestion
and clarification of the topic by Dr. G. young, and, also, her
continual help in the preparation and completion of the work.
The encouragement and aid of Dr. Brenton R. Lutz is here, also,
gratefully acknowledged.
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II - HISTORICAL
Soon after Eijkman's extraordinary discovery of the "B
complex" vitamins in 1897, investigators in many lands became
interested in discovering just where in nature this anti-
neuritic substance occurred and where it was produced. Very
early in this search it became apparent that certain growth
factors were not only present in the higher plants in great
abundance, but that, also, some of these growth factors appeared
to be
to be present and, perhaps
,
A synthesized in various micro-
organ isms .
1. Earliest Experimental Evidence
Cantani (1901) in Germany was the first to report the
presence of a growth factor in any micro-organism. While
working with Baci llus in flu enzae and other pathogens, he found
that they grew more prolifically when cultured symbioti celly
with Bacillus diptheriae . Micrococcus gonorrhoeae , and other
unidentified staphylococci than when they were grown in pure
culture. Formerly it had been believed that B^ influenzae
would not grow in the absence of hemoglobin. Cantani also
noted that his test organism would grow on ascitic agar equally
well when emulsions from the other dead pathogens were intro-
duced to the medium. It was his belief that there was some
factor both within these other pathogens and, also, secreted
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into the medium which acted as a growth stimulant to B_.
influenzae in the same manner that blood stimulated it under
ordinary conditions of growth. Shortly after, Neisser (1903),
in an attempt to confirm and, if possible, enlarge upon
Cantani 1 s results, grew B. Influenzae symbioti cally with
Bacillas, xerosis . This attempt was very successful, but when
attempts were made to cultivate the test bacterium by merely
adding emulsions from the killed xerosis , the results were
entirely negative. His conclusions were that the phenomenon
was symbiotic in nature rather than due to the production of
growth factors as Cantani had theorized. This conclusion,
though it later proved to be fallacious, seemed to discourage
further research on the subject for a decade.
It was not until Bottomley (1914-15) completed his studies
of bacterlzed peat that any further light was shed on the
subject. This investigator was testing the effectiveness of
Sphagnum peat as a manure when he noticed that plants growing
in peat which had been inoculated with gross cultures of
aerobic soil micro-organisms end then incubsted, were fully
double the size of those growing in untreated peat and peat
treated by other methods.
In the course of the investigation of this phenomenal
growth activity it was discovered that the stimulating
substance was water-soluble. When solutions were drawn from
the bacterlzed peat, these solutions exhibited the same
phenomenal ability to stimulate plant growth.
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Water extracts were Introduced Into cultures of Azotobacte
r
chrooc oc cuir to see whether the substance would increase the
nitrogen fixation of that micro-organism. Five positive results
were obtained* the Azotobactor in the treated cultures fixing
five times the nitrogen that was fixed by the controls. Again,
water extracts were added to the earth and peat in which various
seedlings were being grown, and in all cases the same extra-
ordinary growth-stimulating capacity was exhibited.
Successful attempts to confirm end enlarge upon the work
of Bottomley were conducted independently by Jones (1917) and
teockeridge (1917). Jones, using the same technique as
Bottomley, grew radishes in bacterized peat of various con-
centrations and mixtures with soil and lime. Tt was very
apparent from these experiments, based upon comparative growth
curves of the radishes, that the significant factor was the
addition of the water extract from peat which had been
inoculated with aerobic soil micro-organism broth cultures, and
then incubated. Jones, as a result of these experiments,
postulated the presence of a definite growth promoting factor
in bacteria and soil micro-organisms. Mockeridge, on the other
hand, experimented with these "auximones" produced in
bacterized peat by trying their affects upon the growth and
activity of four species of bacteria representing four main
groups of soil organisms. These were the nitrogen fixing, the
nitrifying, the denitrifying, and the ammonifying groups.
Water extracts of specific amounts were added to the various
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media with the following results. The "euximones" increased
greatly nitrogen fixation, confirming the report of Bottomley.
They also stimulated nitrifying bacteria, but they decreased
the rate of denitrification in denitrifying bacteria, and did
not appear to affect the activity of the ammonifying bacteria
in any way.
The researches of these three investigators seemed to
stimulate again attempts to demonstrate growth substances in
pathogenic bacteria, for Pacini and Russell (1918) reported the
presence of growth stimulating factors in cultures of the
typhoid bacillus. A rat growth method was utilized as a test
mechanism. The rats were fed cultures and extracts of the
typhoid bacillus and were stimulated in growth considerably as
compared to rats not receiving the Bacillus typhosus addition
to the diet.
Thjotta (1921) turned to the familiar but conflicting
reports concerning B. influenzae, formerly discussed, and
attempted to ascertain which postulate had been correct. He
found that B. influenzae would not grow in plain broth medium
unless small amounts of extracts of Bacillus ozaenae,
Friedlander* s pneumobacillus, and Bacillus proteus were added
to that medium. Strangely, the growth produced in B^
influenzae when the bacterial extracts were introduced was
greater than that present in the controls of blood broth, which
was previously considered to be nearly an optimum medium for
the organism. Growth promoting factors were present without a
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TTT - PRODUCTION OF VITAMINS BY YEASTS
1. Early Experiments
For fully twenty-five years It has been known that soire
yeasts are capable of producing vitamins synthetically. Nelson,
Fulmer, and Cessna (1921) successfully demonstrated that baker's
yeast could synthesize the "water-soluble-B vitamin" as the
entire undifferentiated "B complex" of vitamins was then
designated. These investigators were studying some nutritional
requirements of various yeasts when the phenomenon of marked
increase in water-soluble-B vitamin content was noted. They
then devised a most interesting method for proving the synthesis
of the vitamin by baker's yeast. Using a medium containing in
100 c.c. of distilled HgO the following nutrients: 0.188 gm. of
N H4 Cl, 0.100 gm. of Ca c l2 , 0.100 gm. of K2p 04 , 0.040 gm. of
CaC03 , and 10 gm. of cane sugar, or a chemically defined medium
completely devoid of any vitamins, the yeast was propagated
continuously in pure culture for one year. Using fifty c.c.
portions of the medium, lc.c. of the yeast culture was
inoculated into a new portion of medium every other day. Any
possible original vitamin constituents were in that way made
so infinitesimally small as to be negligible. A biological
assay (a rat growth method) was utilized to test for the
presence of the vitamin. First, the rats were fed on the
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controlled vitamin diet just mentioned until they began to
decline markedly in weight. Then dried portions of the yeast
culture in the amount of 2 per cent of the ration were added to
the diet. No gains were noted immediately, but after a few
days, there were very rapid gains in the growth of the rats
followed by continuous steady gains in weight.
Harden and Zi lva (1921) using pigeons suffering from avian
nolvneuritis fed them dried veast (S. cerevisiae and S.
ellinsoldeus ) grown on a chemically controlled, synthetic medium,
the purpose being to attain what was celled a "standard cure"
for the avitaminosis. This "standard cure" consisted of the
cure of the typically retracted neck of avian polyneuritis.
S. ellipsddeus proved to effect the "standard cure" and, hence,
was considered to be a synthetic source of vitamin B. S„.
cerevisiae wss negative in its effect and hence was considered
negative in vitamin B production.
In the same year, Macdonald and McCollum (1921) conducted
a series of experiments because of a doubt that yeast was
dependent for growth upon the "anti-neurl tic" vitamin (vitamin
B). They cultivated yeasts in a medium synthetically free of
any possible vitamin source. Pine growth was obtained for the
yeasts. They concluded that the yeasts synthesized vitamins
that were needed, or else had no need for these growth
substances
.
Other early investigators used methods very similar to
that of Nelson, Fulmer, and Cessna, discussed above. Macdonald
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/
(1922) found both baker's end brewer's yeasts to be a source of
"water-soluble-B" vitamin. Osborne and Wakeman (quoted from
Macdonald (1922) found, also, that young rats declining in
weight on a diet lacking in water-soluble B recovered rapidly
and gained weight on addition of brewer's yeast extract. Hawk,
Fishback, and Bergeim (quoted from Macdonald (1922))using
similar methods added 5 per cent of the cultivated dried baker’s
yeast to the vitamin B free diet of young rats declining in
weight 8nd obtained similar positive results, markedly increased
body weight, and, hence, ample evidence of vitamin synthesis.
]Not all early investigators obtained positive results. Eijkman,
Van Hoogenhul jze, and Derks (1922) cultivated a Ssccharomyces
which was isolated from baker's yeast in a vitamin free medium
consisted of 0.5 gm. NaCl, 0.2 gm . of K Hg PO 4 , 0.05 gm. of
CaS04 , 0.02 gm . of MgS04 , 5 mg. of FeSo4 , 1 mg. of MnClg, 1 mg.
of ZnClg, 0.3 gm. of NH4CI, and 5 gm . of dextrose in 100 c.c.
of distilled water. This medium was found to be adequate for
yeast growth, but the yeasts produced had no ability whatsoever
to effect a cure in polyneuritic fowls and, consequently, an
absence of vitamin B was postulated. As a check, the anti-
neuritic vitamin or vitamin B was added to the synthetic medium
and the yeasts were again grown in pure culture. These yeasts
produced complete cures for polyneuritic fowls, but the liquid
remaining after the yeast cells had been filtered out produced
no curative effect when fed. Therefore, the authors concluded
that the yeast cells absorbed the anti-neuri tic (vitamin-B)
•
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factor from the medium and did not synthesize it.
Using both rats end pigeons for biological assay, Hoet,
Leclef, and Delarue (1924) found Torula rosea and Mycodenna
cerevlslae to be negative in vitairin B synthesis. However, the
other yeast species tested, Moni li a candi da , was reported as
being definitely positive.
Sunderlin and Werkiran (1928) tested Torula. rosea and
several other unrelated ini cro-organi sirs for the production of
the vitairin "B complex. " They used the rat growth assay method
in preference to the other methods then in use, namely, the
yeast growth method of Williams (1919), end the pigeon poly-
neuritic test, because several investigators had found these
methods giving inaccurate results. (McCollum and Simrronds
(1925), (Souza and McCollum (1920), (Fulmer, Nelson, and
Sherwood (1921). All cultures were made synthetically free of
Vitamin B or else were extracted with hot alcohol prior to use
to eliminate the vitamin, if present. They achieved extremely
favorable positive results, and it was their conclusion that
former investigators of Torula rosea and the other unrelated
organisms studied had had conflicting results because of
failure to feed adequate amounts of the organism to test rats.
Former investigators had used for the most part 2 per cent
addition to the feed, whereas their minimal percentage was five
and some findings were as high as 10 per cent of the culture
per total food consumed.
Using an entirely different method and approach to the
problem Guerrant, Dutcher , and Tomey (1955) fed portions of the
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caecum and colon contents of rsts to other rats fed on a
vitamin B free diet. Very favorable growth curves were obtained
giving definitely positive evidence for the presence of the
"B complex" in the caecal and colonic contents. Live yeast
cells were found to be the organisms present in these body
areas in greatest abundance and were, hence, believed to be the
specific synthesizers of the vitamin.
Up to this point in the studies of the possible synthesis
of vitamins by various yeasts, the formidable weight of
evidence indicated positive production of at least the "B
complex" vitamins by some yeast species. Evidence since this
time has removed any doubts remaining.
1. Specific Vitamins Svnthesi zed
(1). Thiamin (Vitamin B^)
Earliest experiments indicated that thiamin (vitamin B^)
was synthesized in various amounts by different yeasts. Also,
the nature of the media utilized appeared to give different
values for the same organism. Pavcek, Peterson, and Elvejhem
(1937) found that the thiamin content of most yeasts grown on
the same medium under the same conditions was approximately
equal. An alteration of growth conditions in any way consist-
ently altered the vitamin production picture. Especially, a
change in media caused wide variation in vitamin content.
Scheunert, et al (1939) demonstrated that Torula utllls
could synthesize vitamin B^, and in confirmation and extension
of the same work Fink and Just (1941) discovered that Torula
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yeast ccrown under aeration synthesized 20 gammas per gram of
dry yeast. When the yeast was grown without aeration and
allowed to ferment, the synthesis was increased beyond the
figure given above.
Leonlan, and Lilly, (1942) In an Interesting series of
experiments, converted Saccharomyces cerevlslae from a
heterotrophlc habit, where vitamins were concerned, to a
complete autotrophic habit In the case of one strain of the
yeast developed, and to a partially autotrophic habit In the
case of the other strains of the organism developed. Ten strains
of the organism were altered in all. Some of these synthesized
thiamin In a chemically defined medium free of thiamin. The
best strain of Saccharomyces developed was capable of excellent
thiamin synthesis. The most recent and probably the most
complete experiments concerning the production of thiamin and
other B vitamins by Torulopsl s utllls have been carried out by
Lewis, Stubbs, and Noble (1944). The yeast was grown on
various fruit juice substrates. Their findings confirmed and
enlarged those of Schennert et al (1939) concerning the
synthesis of thi amin by Torulopsls ( Torula ) utl 11
s
.
these being*
that the yeast grown In a fermentated or anaerobic condition
was an excellent vitamin producer, but grown under aeration
was not so spectacular. For instance, growth aneerobl cally on
prune juice medium produced 30 gammas per gram of dry yeast as
compared to 15 gammas per gram of dried yeast using aerobic
growth techniques. A total of nineteen growth runs were made
with Torulopsls utllls , especially to test for the synthesis of
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thiamin,using prune juice, molasses, and five other
unspecifi ed
fruit juice media; . The average synthesis for all runs
or the
"net vitamin synthesis" was 22 gammas of the
vitamin per gm. of
dry yeast. This compares favorably with the
results of Fink
and Just, given previously. The thiamin
produced was assayed
by the thiochrome method, and all values of
the vitamin were
expressed in terms of crystalline thiamine
hydrochloride.
Another factor which causes the synthesis figure
given above to
be particularly significant is that all possible
vitamin sources,
namely, yeast cells, lnocula, media, and spent
liquors were
assayed .This , riadet possible thorough calculation of
the synthesis,
and also, the portions of the synthesis secreted
into the media
as well as the portions of the original medium
vitamin content
utilized anabolically by the yeast. On the basis of
the wide
variation in the yield under different conditions of
media and
aeration, the authors concluded that "numerous both
internal
and external factors affect the extent of vitamin
synthesis by
micro-organisms". This conclusion, as can be seen. Is
precisely that given previously and postulated more
tentatively
by Pavcek et al in 1937
•
A new and prophetic tum to experiments concerning thiamin
and other B vitamin synthesis has been Introduced
by Lewis
(1944). Using the same yeast as in the previous experiments,
Torulopsls utllls , an attempt was successfully made to
discover
some of the definite mineral nutritional factors
affecting the
quantity of thiamin synthesis. The yeast was grown in
media
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deficient in iron by various amounts, all other factors being
identical with previous experiments mentioned. The results
showed that in the case of thiamin synthesis iron deficiency
is a definite stimulant and is accompanied by marked increases
in the vitamin production.
(2). Riboflavin (Vitamin Bg or G)
seheunert et al (1939) indicated that Torula utilis could
synthesize riboflavin. Leonian and Lilly (1942) noted
riboflavin synthesis specifically in one of their developed
strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae which was changed from an
heterotrophic to an autotrophic habit.
In an excellent series of experiments, Rogosa (1943)
studied one hundred and fourteen strains of various lactose-
fermenting yeasts specifically for riboflavin synthesis
comparisons. Organisms were used which fermented "albumin-free
clarified cheddar cheese whey with a liberal evolution of gas."
The list of the organisms utilized which fulfilled those
retirements were: 26 strains of Torula sphaerlca, 25 strains
of Torula cremoris , 20 strains of Saccharomyces fragilis, 2
strains of fconilia pseudo-tropi calis (Castillani) , 1 strain of
Mvcotorula lactis, 1 strain of Saccharomyces anamensis, 1 strain
of Torulopsis Kefir (Bei jerinck) , 1 strain of Torula lactose,
31 strains of Zygo-saccharomyces lactis and related types, and
6 unidentified strains.
Loop transfers were made from the cultures, grown in the
whey at 30°C for 48 hours, through two inoculation series into
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Snell and Strong (1939) riboflavin assay medium, modified
slightly by use of 2 per cent of glucose Instead of 1 per cent,
and with a pH of 4.9 instead of a pH. of 6.8. This medium
proved to be entirely devoid of riboflavin. Then another
series of loop transfers were made into two sets of media, one
containing 0.20 micrograms of riboflavin per 10 ml. of medium,
and the other being free of the vitamin. All yeasts studied
grew in both sets of media and synthesized riboflavin in varied
amotlnts depending upon the species and strain, apparently
independerMyof whether the media had an original source of the
vitamin
.
Also, in the same year Burkholder (1943) sought riboflavin
synthesis in approximately 200 species of yeasts. His purpose
was not only to confirm previous work, but was particularly to
discover the most prolific producer of riboflavin among the
yeasts studied. Most of these yeasts showed ability to
synthesize appreciable amounts of riboflavin. Some demonstrated
far more proficiency than others. Each also appeared to be
affected by the alteration of environment. After this series
of preliminary experiments, one unnamed yeast was found to be
a remarkable synthesizer of riboflavin. Experiments with other
yeasts were discontinued at this point and the remainder of the
research was concentrated upon this prolific organism. After
ascertaining the apparent optimum conditions for synthesis with
the medium employed, he attempted to ascertain the effects of
various alterations in environment upon the riboflavin
synthesis capabilities of the unnamed yeast. Following ere
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some of the Interesting results obtained. First, It was
found
Important to use the proper type of carbon in the media. For
Instance, d-galactose, maltose, and Pfanteil’s c. p. sugar
produced fine yeast growth when used singly as the carbon source,
but when these were utilized the yeast produced only slight
amounts of riboflavin. Sucrose, levulose, and dextrose, on the
other hand, produced not only fine yeast growth but, also,
excellent riboflavin synthesis. When d-galactose was mixed with
dextrose as the carbon source, the first seemed to inhibit or
blanket the effect of the second. Even though good yeast
growth was secured, the production of riboflavin was slight.
A source of organic nitrogen also showed itself to be
essential for best riboflavin production, the yield of ribo-
flavin being increased considerably with no appreciable alter-
ation in ye8st growth when amino acids (glycine) or amides
(asparagine) were added to the basic medium. However, it should
be said, that some amino acids tested were found to be useless
in stimulating the synthesis of the yeast cells.
The addition of o.5 g. to 4.0 g. per liter of media of
hydrolyzed casein consistently decreased riboflavin synthesis.
Other casein supplements allowed good synthesis to continue
when utilized. Concentrations of different inorganic salts in
the basal medium altered the synthesis picture, also. Maximum
production of riboflavin was reached when the concentration of
KH2P04 was from 0.5 g. to 1.0 g. per
liter, and synthesis was
inhibited steadily as the percentage increased to 4.0 g. per
liter. Mere growth of the yeast, apart from, vitamin synthesis.
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increased steadily up to the 4.0 g. per liter concentration.
With another inorganic salt used, (NH4)2S0 4 riboflavin
synthesis was consistently greater as the percentage of the
salt increased to 1.0 g. per liter, and there continued to be a
consistent but slight increase in the s yn thesis up to a
concentration of 10.0 g. per liter. Growth , on the contrary,
was inhibited beyond the concentration of 2.0 g. per liter.
This lack of apparent relationship between yeast growth and
riboflavin synthesis was readily seen throughout the experiment
with inorganic salts* its cause being unexplained.
An alteration in the temperature and aeration affected
growth and synthesis. The riboflavin yields were optimum at
30°C. and in normal atmosphere. Small amounts of KCN were
found to stimulate riboflavin synthesis, but any addition of
the cyanide beyond a fixed point inhibited yeast growth.
In the experiments cited above, the following basic
culture solution was utilized except for obvious alterations
when specific ingredients' effects were being studied. To 1000
c. c. of distilled water was added 0.5g. KHgP
0
4 , o.5 g. MgS04.
VHgO, 0.3g. CaCl2 . 2H2O, 2 gm. (KH4 ) 2 S04 , 0.1 mg. KT, 20 g.
dextrose, 2.0 g. asparagine, and 1.0ju.g. biotin methyl ester.
Trace elements in p. p. m. were used as follows: B. 0.01, Mn.
0.01, Zn. 0.07, Cu. 0.01, Mo. 0.01, and Fe. 0.05. The pH. was
maintained at 5.0. The standard inoculation technique was to
add one drop of the yeast in pure culture to 25 c.c. of auto-
claved medium in a 125 c. c. Erlenireyer flask.
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Again Burkholder et el (1943), using the same basic
medium developed in the above experiments, studied the
synthesis of riboflevin and other "B complex” vitamins by
yeasts in the surface and interior of fancy cheeses* Three
unidentified yeasts were isolated from Brie, Liederkranz, and
Cemembert cheeses which were undergoing the curing process.
The yeast isolated from Brie cheese was given some growth
stimulation by the addition of liver extract, and when assayed
synthesized 41 gammas per gm. of riboflavin. The yeast
isolated from Liederkranz was not stimulated by liver extract
but, even so, synthesized 69 gammas per gram of riboflavin.
The last yeast, isolated from the surface of Camembert cheese,
synthesized, without the aid of liver extract, 78 gammas per
gram
.
Using various fruit juice media Lewis, Stubbs, and Noble
(1944) cultivated Torulopsi s utilis to ascertain its ability
to synthesize the B vitamins. Tt proved to be an excellent
synthesizer of vitamin Bg. In a continuation of the same
research using the same organism, Lewis (1944) did additional
work in the relationship of riboflevin synthesis to changing
factors of chemical nutrition. Specifically, iron deficiency
was induced in the media, the effect being in the case of
riboflavin an increased rate of synthesis by the yeast species
tested
•
(3.) Nicotinic Acid (Vitamin P-P) and Nicotinamide
Using Torule yeast grown on many types of media, the
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German investigators Fink and Just (1939) sought possible
synthesis of nicotinic acid by this organism. The yeast proved
to give positive synthesis of the vitamin on ell media. It was
also noted that the amount of vitamin produced varied with the
media. Leonian and Lilly (1942) were also successful in
finding nicotinic acid synthesis by their heterotrophic yeast,
Saccha romyces cerevi si ae, . converted where vitamins were
concerned to an autotrophic habit. Burkholder, Collier, and
Noyer (1943) sought with success synthesis of niacin (nicotinic
acid) in three unidentified yeasts isolated from aging Brie,
Liederkranz, and Cemembert cheeses. The yeast is ole ted from
Brie cheese and stimulated in growth by liver extract produced
43 gammas per gm. of niacin. The second yeast, isolated from
Liederkranz cheese and cultiveted without any liver stimuletion
synthesized 91 gammas per gram of niacin. While the third
yeast, that isolated from Camembert cheese, cultured under like
circumstances, synthesized 116 gammas per gram of niacin. Tt
would appear upon superficial examination of the above data
that liver extract even though a growth stimulant for the
yeast was inhibitory to optimum vitamin synthesis. However,
due to the inherent differences in the specific vitamin
productivity of each organism upon various media that conclusion
could not be drawn without completing the experiment with the
unidentified Brie cheese yeast, namely, by eliminating the
liver extract. This, unaccountably, the authors d^ d not report
as having been done.
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Lewis, Stubbs, end Noble (1944) performed a series of 22
experiments using various fruit juice media (prune juice,
molasses and five other unnamed juices) and used Torulopsi s
utllls as the test yeast. They assayed the nicotinic acid
synthesized by the Lactobacillus arablnosus method of Snell and
Wright. The average ‘’net” yield of the vitamin was 530 gammas
per gram of nicotinic acid per gm. of dry yeast. This is an
enormous figure, as can be readily seen, and demonstrated that
Torulopsl s utllis is one of the better, if not the best, yeast
synthesizer of nicotinic acid. Tn addition, Lewis (1944) in a
continuation of the same series of experiments demonstrated
that nicotinic acid synthesis is stimulated by iron deficiency.
(4). Other "B Complex” Vitamins
by
In the experiments previously mentioned* Leonian and
Lilly (1942), in which Saccharomyces cerevl slae , heterotrophic
to vitamins, was changed to a strain autotrophic to vitamins,
the yeast strain also synthesized other members of the B
vitamins in appreciable quantities, namely, pantothenic acid,
pyridoxine or vitamin Bg, biotin or vitamin H, para-
aminobenzoic acid, and inositol. These were all of the more
recently known B vitamins which they considered to be adequately
understood to assay with reasonable assurence of success and
without confusion. Burlsholder, Collier, and lioyer (1943), in
their work previously cited, noted that the unidentified yesst
isolated from Brie cheese synthesized 0.76 gammas per gram of
biotin, that isolated from Liederkranz produces 0.89 gammas per
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gram of biotin, and that isolated from Camembert cheese failed
to synthesize biotin at all. The amount of biotin synthesis
was so iruch srraller than the airount s of riboflavin and niacin
or nicotinic acid synthesized by the saire organisms as to be
especially noteworthy.
During their research, in which Torulopsi s uti lis was
grown on various fruit juice media, Lewis, Stubbs, and loble
(1944) tested for the synthesis of all B vitamins definitely
known. Their list of vitamins is identl calwiiui that of Leonlan
and Lilly except for the addition of choline. Their average
synthesis for the particular vitamin on all media follows.
A total of 21 experiments were conducted. An average of
241 gammas of pantothenic acid were produced per gram of dried
yeast. For the other vitamins tested the figures were: Biotin
4 runs made, 1.26 gammas of vitamin produced per gram of dried
yeast; pyridoxine or B6, 4 runs, average synthesis of 56 gammas
per gram; choline, 2 samples, average synthesis of 3.2 gammas
per gram. The inositol was synthesized in comparatively
enormous amounts as compared to the other vitamins, 300 to 3400
gammas per gram, but the authors considered these figures
insignificant due to the extreme abundance of the vitamin In
fruit juices, and especially when compared to the natural
percentages already present in many foods.
In Lewis's (1944) iron deficiency studies he found that
deficiency increased the rate of synthesis for pyridoxine and
its Isotiers, but the rates of synthesis were considerably
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decreased In the case of biotin, inositol, and p-aminobenzoic
acid. Peculiarly, there was no effect, whatsoever, upon the
synthesis of pantothenic acid. It apparently either did not
utilize iron anabolically and was unaffected by its presence in
various amounts in solution, or else it utilized such minute
amounts as not to. be appreciably affected in any way. Iron
deficiency brought an acute decline in the synthesis of p-
aminobenzoic acid, the figure dropping from 60 gammas per gram
in yeast with an adequate iron supply to 3 gammas per gram in
the case of iron deficiency. It is certain that further
extensive study of the effects of mineral nutrients and various
other changing environmental conditions upon vitamin synthesis
will yield much more valuable knowledge.
(5). Vitamin "Bc " or the Norite Eluate
One of the more recently described growth promoting factors
which has assumed the status of a recognized vitamin is vitamin
"Bc " , also called the "Norite Eluate", and the "L. easel
factor". Lewis (1944) mentioned this vitamin as one of those
being synthesized by Torulopsi s utllls and also as one being
affected by iron deficiency, such deficiency decreasing its rate
of production. Burkholder (1945), however, is the first
investigator to concentrate upon this vitamin in so far as its
synthesis by yeasts Is concerned. He tested a total of 369
strains of various yeast species for the production of vitamin
"B
c
". The yeasts were cultivated In a solution (pH 4.5) made
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up of distilled water, glucose, asparagine, and all known
vitamins exclusive of H BC ", The synthesis from some strains was
negligible. However, in others the amounts ranged from less
than 0.01 gammas per ml. of homogenized medium in Candida
florens to 53.9 gammas per ml. in Fleishman’s type 3 dry yeast
extract. This work on this particular vitamin needs to be
confirmed and extended.
(6)
. Vitamin D
The experimentation concerning the synthesis of the water-
soluble vitamins by yeasts has afforded ample positive evidence
to support the position. However, where the fat soluble
vitamins are concerned that evidence is practically negligible.
It is known that ergosterol (vitamin D^) is found in considerable
quantities in some yeasts and molds. (Porter, 1946) No one has
yet demonstrated conclusively the active synthesis of the
vitamin by the organism, however. Raghunathe (1942) searching
for vitamin D, as well as other products of yeast metabolism,
found that one of several fractions obtained from yeasts grown
in fermented molasses was ergosterol. He considered it possible
and even probable, that the vitamin was due to metabolic
activity, but, of course, this does not mean that it was
necessarily due to a purely synthetic type of anabolic activity.
(7)
. Carotinoids
An interesting and possibly very significant development
has recently been reported by Schopfer (1943). He found that
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Rhodotorula rubra , which normally does not synthesize
carotinoids, nor apparently any of the other vitamin A
molecular components, would do so if it were supplied with an
adequate external source of carbon. This yeast, then, may or
may not synthesize this vitamin A component, and apparently is
unaffected itself by either the vitamins’ presence or absence.
Organisms which synthesize specific compounds of no apparent
physiological importance to themselves raise interesting
questions, but when they perform this synthesis under one set
of conditions, and refuse to perform it under another set of
conditions, the problem becomes even more interesting and
significant. No other work, however, has been reported on this
interesting subject.
3. Summary
There certainly is no doubt that a great many species and
strains of yeasts synthesize most, if not all, of the water-
soluble vitamins. Where the fat-soluble vitamins are concerned,
there is not this assurance at the present time.
Tt is, also, certain that numerous factors of environment
and nutrition alter the effective synthesis of each species.
Considerable investigation needs to be done at this point on
the nutritional requirements of the organisms for maximum
vitamin synthesis. Also the fat-soluble vitamins, as well as
the individual differences in vitamin synthetic activity of
different yeasts, offer a challenge especially now that it has
been demonstrated that the carotinoids and possibly other
i
.
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XV. PRODUCTION OF VITAMINS BY ACTINOMYCETES
1. synthesis of the "B-complex" Vitamins
In their attempt to ascertain the possibility of syntheses
of the "vitamin B complex" by a wide variety of micro-orgenl sirs
Sunderlln and Werkman (1928) also checked an unknown species of
Actinomycete. They found It to be a rich source of the vitamin
based upon the rat growth method of bioassay.
Little seems to have been done then with the Actinomycetes
for a period of about ten years where this problem Is concerned
Then, Raffy (1939) discovered that the aerobic Actinomycete,
Eremotheclum ashbyll , consistently synthesized riboflavin and
other flavins.
All other work on the Actinomycetes has attempted to
demonstrate thiamin synthesis. In 1942 as a result of a lab
accident, Mackinnon began a series of experiments with this
question in mind. He noticed that a contaminating organism,
Actinomyces albus , stimulated remarkably the growth of the
fungus. Trichophyton dlscoldes Sabouraud , while the latter was
being cultivated in pure culture on Sabouraud' s agar. Such
abundant growth of the fungus near the contaminant was noted
that other strains of A^ albus were used as contaminants in
other cultures of T . di scoi des , snd with the same startling
results
.
Growth studies were then begun using glucose-peptone agar
as a medium. Some cultures were grown as controls on the agar
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alone. Some were grown symbiotically with various strains of
A. albus . The remainder were cultivated in the agar to which
various measured amounts of thiamin hydrochloride were added.
The result was that the cultures having Aj. albus in symbiosis
were as luxuriant in growth as those grown in the agar plus
thiamin hydrochloride, and identical in appearance.
After these preliminary experiments, Phycomyces blakes lee '
anus, which does not synthesize thiamin and must have an ex-
ogenous supply, was utilized as an assay organism. Using a
chemically defined, liquid medium free of thiamin, inoculates
of blakesleeanus were made. To these were added; (1) no
additions - control, (2) Actinomyces albus (several strains),
and (3) thiamin hydrochloride. blakesleeanus , it was found
grew just as luxuriantly in the medium into which A_^_ e lbus
strains had been inoculated as in the cultures to which the
thiamin hydrochloride had been added. The controls, on the
other hand, consistently demonstrated extremely slight growth.
Further experiments were conducted along the same line
but with different organisms by Herrick and Alexopoulos (1942
end 1943). In this case the experimenters were studying
possible growth inhibitory effects of various Actinomycetes on
certain Fungi when it was noticed that the filtrate from Actin
omyces vl ridochromogenus produced great stimulatory growth
effects upon the fungus, Stereum gausapatum . Again it was
noted that this stimulatory effect was very similar to that
effect shown when the fungus was cultivated in the presence of
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thiamin. Bioassay growth studies were made on gaus ape turn
as compared to Phycomyces blakesleeanus » both being cultivated
on chemically defined, thiamin free medium. No growth was
produced by either micro-organism until filtrates from Act -
inomyces virldochromogenus were introduced. Then remarkably
luxuriant growths were demonstrated, equally as abundant as
when thiamin hydrochloride was introduced. Since -blakeslee -
anus has been accepted as an assay organism for thiamin, this
was assumed to furnish ample evidence for the abundant synthesis
of thiamin by /u virldochromogenus . Of course, other B
vitamins may have been synthesized also but no assays for their
presence either quantitative or qualitative were made.
In their second series of experiments these investigators
chose twenty-two different species of Actinomycetes . Using
identical technique it was demonstrated that all of these
species synthesized abundant amounts of thiamin and that much
of that synthesized was secreted by the micro-organisms into
the surrounding media. It would seem from these studies that
the Actinomycetes are in most cases synthesizers of thiamin.
Other experiments need to be performed to ascertain what
other vitamins besides riboflavin and thiamin are produced,
and in what quantities.
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V. PRODUCTION OF VITAMINS BY OTHER MICRO-ORGANISMS
1. Unicellular Algae
Thus far it has never been demonstrated that any
unicellular forms except those containing chlorophyll produce pr
vitamin A. This may be, according to Porter (1946), one of the
more fundamental anabolic differences between the functions of
chlorophyll producing and non-chlorophyll producing micro-
organisms, and appears to be a fundamental difference between
plant and animal forms. Certainly, it is characteristic of
multicellular algal forms and terrestrial plants, of that it is
most certain.
o-
Hjort (1922) grew various algae, plankton, and diatoms in
pure culture and then fed dried, powdered portions of these
organisms to rats which had been maintained on a fat-soluble
vitamin free diet. The growth curves of the rats indicated the
presence of fat-soluble vitamins In all cases, but no definite
synthesis was postulated. However, Jameson, Drummond, and
Coward (1922) approached this same problem with the definite
purpose in mind of demonstrating the synthesis of vitamin A by
marine diatoms, if possible. They chose a typical unicellular
diatom (Nitzschia closterium W. Sm. ) . It was grown In pure
culture in sterile sea water or Miquel’s Solution. Vast amounts
pro-
of/vitamin A were synthesized, as demonstrated by the rat
growth bioassay technique used by Hjort. Such enormous amounts
of the vitamin were synthesized that it was assumed by the
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^authors to be a characteristic of such unicellular forms. It
was, also, suggested that this synthesis in the sea bore the
r
same basic food relationship with marine animals that similar
synthesis bears in the case of terrestrial plants to land
animals
.
No other synthesis, as such, of vitamins by unicellular
algae is mentioned in the literature. However, Norris, Simeon,
and Williams (1937) assayed many marine algal forms for the
presence of vitamins B and C. They found that seven of these
tested were good sources of the "B complex”, and that many were
truly excellent sources of vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid). The
surface algae were consistently finer sources of both vitamins
than those which had a characteristic deep water habitat.
Synthesis by the aid of chlorophylland sunlight would here
certainly be indicated. More investigation in this field should
prove both interesting and profitable, since it seems to have
been very decidedly neglected.
2. Ciliated Protozoa
Where the synthesis by the Ciliata is. concerned, there is
also a definite dearth of information. Recently, however,
several experimenters have become interested in the possibilities
of vitamin synthesis by this group of micro-organisms. Kidder
and Dewey (1942) chose three normally athiaminogenic ciliated
protozoa, Tetrahymena geleil , Tetrahymena vorax , and Glaucoma
sclntIlians for investigations. These organisms would not grow
on synthetic media unless a source of organic nitrogen was
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introduced . The first two, Th gele il end Th vorax also demanded
additions of thiamin for growth plus two other factors. Factors
I and II, or water extracts of alfalfa and timothy.
It was at this point in the investigation that a factor,
also an extract of green leaves, and called "Factor S" was
discovered. This factor when introduced into the medium
eliminated the necessity for the presence of thiamin. Tt was
then demonstrated that (1) "factor S" was not thiamin, and (2)
that when it was introduced into the medium the two protozoal
species, synthesized thiamin. However, Glaucoma sc inti Hans , the
third ciliate, resisted ell efforts, refusing at all times to
synthesize thiamin even with "Factor S" present. Hall and
Cosgrove (1943) confirmed these negative results obtained from
Glaucoma . Using a different species. Glaucoma pirl form is , they
found this protozoon unable to synthesize thiamin even when the
thiazole and pyrimidine components of the molecule were present
in the medium.
Tt is evident from the foregoing experiments that the path
of* the investigator is beset with peculiar difficulties where
the ciliated protozoa are concerned. This ability to synthesize
vitamins only in the presence of certain required (at least, in
the case of these few accounts) factors leads one to see the
necessity of further work on a wide variety of ciliated
protozoal forms. If this pattern is characteristic of most such
organisms, it leads to most interesting speculation concerning
the type of symbiotic metabolic relationships between protozoa,
bacteria, and other micro-organisms. An attempt to prove that
Factors I, II, and "S", reported by Kidder and Dewey in green
leaves, are also present in various algae might prove fruitful.

VT. PRODUCTION OF VITAMINS BY BACTERIA
1. Early Experiments
Cooper (1914) in one of the ear11 est experiments attempting
to show synthesis of the vitamin "B complex" by bacteria,
obtained negative results with B^ coll when it was fed as a
curative portion of the diet to polyneuritic pigeons fed on a
diet of polished rice. However, he discovered that rabbit
feces and hen excreta when fed in the same manner to poly-
neuritic pigeons, effected a cure, and he thought it might be
due to bacterial synthesis. Dlerry and Portier (1918) thinking
that a further check on the effect of intestinal contents,
especially intestinal bacteria, might be worthwhile, injected
cultures of normal intestinal bacteria into the peritoneal
cavities of animals suffering from polyneuritis. There was
Improvement in the "sick" animals in from 24 to 48 hours. Due
to the findings of these experiments, Tortl er and Randoln
(1920) experimented further with the feces of rabbits fed a
vitamin B deficient diet, and demonstrated again that it
contained marked curative properties for polyneuritis in
pigeons. The suggestion was again made that the curative
properties were due to synthesis by intestinal micro-organisms.
An interesting contribution in this field came through the
long recognized fact that typhoid fever patients often grow
from one to several inches during their illness. Pacini and
Russell (1918) thinking that this queer growth might be due to
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growth substances produced by Bact llus typhosus tested its
effect on the growth of rats by feeding typhosus extracts.
The rats were divided into four groups. Group one was fed a
diet of cabbage, carrot, and milk, the result being a normal
growth curve. Group two was fed on Osborne and Mendel’s base
casein diet, the result being a gradual loss in weight. Group
three was fed on the same diet as two except for the addition
of extracts of the chemically defined culture medium utilized,
the results being gradual loss in weight. Group four was fed
the basal casein diet plus 5 cc. daily of extracts of B.
typhosus
, the results being positive and extremely rapid growth
in this case. The production of growth substances for rats by
the organism was so apparent and unequivocal that it spurred
further research considerably.
At approximately this point, a series of controversies
concerning satisfactory methods and techniques commenced which
lasted until the classic Investigations of Sunderlin and
Workman in 1928 cleared the air. Damon (1921) probably began
the controversy, when using the rat growth method of sssay he
reported that Bacl llus paratyphosus B, Bad l lus coli
(confirmation of Cooper (1914)), and Bacillu s subtl 11s were
negative as a synthetic source of vitamin B. Then in rapid
succession Wollman (1921), using the rat growth method, tested
the Bulgarian Bacillus, and Amylomucor Bacillus with negative
results. Weill, Arloing and Dufourt (1922) fed three spore
formers and Bj_ coll from the intestinal tract of pigeons to
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3
3
polyneuritic pigeons with negative results and similar negative
results were obtained by Wollman and Vagliano (1922) testing
Bacillus bulare and Arnylomucor Bacillus. And finally, Eiikman.
van Hoogenhui jze, snd Derks, (1922) using the curative effect
upon polyneuritic pigeons as an assay, confirmed for the third
time the negative results obtained from B. coll. These
investigators even went so far afield of what subsequently has
been demonstrated to be the truth as to state that the anti-
neurit ic vitamin and the water-soluble B vitamin were not
identical.
At this point, Scheunert and Schieblich (1922 and 1923)
reported their work which has since been recognized as being
exceedingly important in laying a firm foundation for the
research which followed. Feeding various bacteria to poly-
neuritic pigeons, they found that some were positive in their
curative effect whereas others were negative. They, also,
discovered that Bacillus vulgatus, a noiwal intestinal
bacterium present in the intestine of various herbivores,
synthesized considerable amounts of vitamin B. Also, Hunter’s
(1923) results demonstrated that Azotobacter produced a food
accessory, growth promoting substance which was similar to
"Water-Soluble B" (vitamin "B complex") in its curative powers
for polyneuritic pigeons and in its growth promoting properties
for white rats
.
After this brief bit of encouragement, the plague of
negative as well as conflicting results again appeared.
Using a basal diet minus vitamins A and B, Slanetz (1923)
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1
measured the growth of young mice by feeding diet additions of
various micro-organisms. Vitamin A plus a particular species
of micro-organism was introduced into the basal diet to check
for the presence of vitamin B. Then, vitamin B was substituted
for vitamin A when checking for the presence of the latter in
the organisms. All results were negative. Micro-organisms
tested were Azotobactor chroococcuir , Serrate a irarcesens
.
Bacterium lactic acidl , Bacterium mycoides . Rhizobium
leguminosarum , -.u : ftjry Bacillus radlcola
.
Bacillus
subtl
1
1s . Micrococcus agllis , and three unidentified soil
organisms. Damon (1923a) used Bacillus influenzae as a test
organism because of previous reports that growth factors
stimulated the growth of that organism. However, he found it
impossible to grow J3. influenzae when heat-killed emulsions or
water extracts of B^ proteus , Friedlande r* s bacillus
.
and B.
pfelfferi were added to the basal, presumably vitamin free diet.
The author felt it improbable that bacteria produced growth
substances of any kind for other bacteria. However, when Damon
(1923b) used the growth of young albino r8ts, fed a diet
deficient in vitamin B, the results were positive for several
species and negative for several others. The bacteria were
grown in nutrient broth, filtered after incubation, dried, and
mixed with the vitamin B free, basal rat diet of casein, starch,
cane sugar, lard, butter fat, and Osborne and Mendel’s salt
mixture 185. This diet was then fed to young rats. The growth
results were negative for Bacillus adhaerans
. and Friedlander* s
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baclllus , but were positive for Pfeiffer* s baci llus and
Bacillus timothy , and acid fast bacterium. Two interesting
observations for improving future work appeared in this
experiment. First, in the case of timothy . an increased
percentage of dried bacteria added to the diet increased the
effects on rat growth far out of proportion to the percentage
increase of the organism fed. Second, the two mucoid organisms
Pfeiffer* s bad llus and Fri edlander* s bacillus , even though in
the same group of bacteria, gave entirely different results.
Due to the apparently excellent synthesis of vitamin B by
the acid-fast organism Bacillus timothy , Damon (1924) continued
his studies of vitamin synthesis only among acid-fast bacteria.
Three acid-fast species. Bacillus timothy 213, Bacillus
smegmatis 246 , and Bacillus moellln 627 , were grown on a
vitamin B free medium consisting of nutrient broth, glycerin,
and distilled water. All three were consistently positive for
vitamin B synthesis on the basis of rat growth bioassay.
Contrary to Damon (1923 a) and other investigators, Kuroya
and Hosoya (1923) reported IB^ coll
.
grown on a vitamin B free,
synthetic medium, to be an excellent synthesizer of the vitamin.
They not only cured polyneuritic pigeons and obtained excellent
growth curves for young rats, but also discovered that extracts
of B*. C°H added to their synthetic medium caused other
bacteria to grow in that medium which had refused to grow in it
otherwise. Tn fact, they obtained as luxuriant growth when B.
coli extracts were introduced as they did when vitamin B in
various forms was added to the medium. The bacteria stimulated
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to grow by these additions were various species and strains of
Streptococcus, end Pneumococcus, plus several others unnamed.
Using the William* s Yeast growth assay method, Robertson
(1924) obtained positive results from several organisms which
had previously been reported as negative. The organisms giving
positive evidence for vitamin B synthesis were: Bacterium coli .
Serratia marcesens , Bacterium proteus , Pseudomonas pyocyanea t
Bacillus subtill s , end Sarc ina lutea . However, he also
obtained negative results for all pathogenic organisms studied,
some of which had been previously reported as positive. These
were: EU dlphtherlae , B . dysenteries , B. typhosus . B.
paratyphosus A and Staphylococcus albus . Staphylococcus
aureus , SP. cholerae, and Sp. metchnlkovl . Some confirmat ion of
Robertson* s assumption that pathogenic bacteria do not
synthesize vitamins came when Cunningham (1924) obteined
negative results from the tubercle bacillus for both vitamins A
and B, using the rat growth assay method.
These conflicting results and the apparently inadequate
assay methods seemed to discourage research in this area of
investigation for several years. During the interval, two
assay methods widely used were thoroughly discredited. Those
were the William’s yeast growth method and Funkfe polyneuritic
pigeon curative method. The splendid and consistent results of
Scheunert and Schieblich (1927), Sunderlin and Werkman (1928),
and Schieblich (1927 and 1933) who all utilized the young rat
growth method proved it to be the best known assay method for
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vitamin BT
=
Sunderlln and Werkman (1928), whose classic work
certainly supported their statement, contended that "the
best
and only (known) successful test for the presence of vitamin
B
is the affect of the substance upon the growth of young
50
gram white rats."
Sheunert and Schieblich (1927) began their long series of
experiments, concluded by Schieblich, by successfully growing
Bacillus vulgatus (Flugge) in a vitamin B free synthetic medium.
Then, the dried bacilli were fed instead of vitamins B, D
end
diet supplement. Approximately identical growth curves for
the
young rats were obtained for the dried bacilli as for an actual
vitamin B supplement. The controls, which lacked either factor,
showed loss of weight, and other typical symptoms of vitamin B
deficient rats. In a continuation of this experiment,
continuing actually until 1933, Schieblich (1929 and 1933)
demonstrated the synthesis of vitamin B by many bacteria.
Positive results were obtained consistently with Bacillus, yul-
gatus , Bacillus mesenterlcus , B. mycoldes , mycoldes
-rube r.
Bacillus ellenbachensis , Serratia marcesens . Bacterium Lactls
-
aerogenes , and Vibrio slcali genes . Sunderlin and Werkman (1928)
using approximately identical technique, took a representative
species from different biological groups so as to give a broad
picture of vitamin synthetic activity based upon natural
physiological differences. Positive organisms were: Bacillus
adhaerans , (reported negative previously) Bacterium coll 3
strains, (negative in some former reports). Bacillu s subtill s..
Bacillus mycoldes , Azotobacter chroococcum , and Rhizobium le£-
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uminosarum . The authors concluded that vitamin B synthesis was
a characteristic exceedingly common among most groups of
bacteria. The inconsistent and negative results obtained by
earlier investigators were believed to be due (1) to inadequate
assay methods, and (2) to the addition of too minute amounts of
the dried organisms to the basal, vitamin free, rat diet.
It was apparent, then, at this point in the cumulative
research, that some bacteria definitely synthesized the vitamin
"B complex", while others, notably pathogenic forms, apparently
did not. At best, though, these earlier findings were not too
satisfactory, as can be plainly seen by the foregoing
discussion. Further real progress in the field has depended
upon the development of accurate quantitative chemical assay
methods as well as upon the discovery and chemical synthesis of
the various component vitamins of the "B complex." In addition,
new bioessay methods based upon the growth requirements of
specific micro-organisms have proven to be of great value.
2. Speci fic Vitamins Synthesized
(1). Thiamin (vitamin B-^)
Guha (1932) grew Bacillus vulgetus on the synthetic medium
developed by Schieblich in 1927. The dried organisms were fed
to polyneuritic pigeons affecting a fair "cure". However, the
extracellular extracts of the organism after concentration and
purification gave negative results. He concluded, then, that
even though vitamin was synthesized intracellularly, it was
retained within the organism and not secreted into the medium.
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These tests, as can be seen, were not actually specific for
vitamin Bi, nor was the polyneuritic pigeon assay method
adequate
.
Wood, Andersen, and Werkman (1938) although not actually
attempting to prove thiamin synthesis by propionic acid
bacteria, obtained, nevertheless, some very interesting results
in connection with this problem while performing various
nutrition studies of the propionic acid groups. They found
that Proplonlbacterlum nentosaceum (49w) , which ordinarily
required thiamin in the medium, could be "trained" to grow
without it, hence, it apparently synthesized the vitamin. This
adaptation of the organism occurred after constant serial
transfer in a medium of ammonium sulphate which contained ether
extract of yeast of as a stimulant.
Xn a continuation of the same work, Silverman and Werkman
(1939) assayed chemically for thiamin by a quantitative method
both "trained" and "untrained" strains of P^. pentosaceum . The
supernatant liquid, after centrifuging, was assayed with the
following results. A vitamin content of 6.25 gammas per
gram of dry cells was recorded for the "trained" strain,
whereas the "untrained" strain yielded only 0.40 gammas.
Dorfman et al (1939) in a somewhat similar series of
nutrition studies, using Bacillus dysenterlcus , found it able
to form considerable quantities of thiamin.
In further nutritional studies, this time with C*_
dlptheriae , Evans, Handley and Happold (1939) demonstrated that
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the organism synthesized thiamin. Staphylococcus aureus ,
which
does not grow unless thiamin is present, was made to
grow
proliflcally when extracts of £. djptherlae were introduced to
-42 -
the medium.
Five bacterial species, Aerobacter aerogenes, Serrati a
marcesens . Pseudomonas fluorescens , Protgus vulgari s, and
dlostridlum butvlicum , were grown in pure culture in a thiamin
free medium by Thompson (1942). Upon quantitative chemical
assay, it was found that each organism had synthesized
significant amounts of the vitamin. Assays were also made
of
the surrounding medium, the results being positive for
thiamin
extracellular secretion. Each organism seemed to secrete that
amount not necessary for its own metabolism since a fairly
constant amount was present in the assayed cells, whereas
the
medium assays were widely variable*
Burkholder and McVeigh (1942) assayed quantitatively the
specific amounts of thiamin produced by intestinal bacteria.
The following organisms were assayed after growth in pure
culture upon chemically defined, thiamin free medium: E*. coli.
Bacterium aerogenes, Proteus vulgaris^ , Baci Hus, vulgatus ,
Bacillus mesentericus , and Alkali genes fecalis_* All proved to
to be positive for thiamin synthesis by the Phycomyces assay
method. The percentage of synthesized thiamin secreted into
the medium was found to be remarkably large, in all cases more
than 15 per cent. When aerogenes was incubated for 111
hours instead of 48 hours, the figure increased from 15 per
cent to 30 per cent. This certainly indicates an ability to
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synthesize amounts remarkably In excess of metabolic require-
ments •
A decrease in incubation temperature resulted in decreased
growth as well as in decreased percentage of synthesis. It was
also demonstrated that these bacteria synthesized almost as
much thiamin in 14^ hours as in the usual growth time given,
48 hours*
(2). Riboflavin (Vitamin Bg or G)
Soon after an adequate assay method for Riboflavin was
discovered, various investigators began to report the synthesis
of riboflavin by bacteria* Warburg and Christian (1933), end
Adler and Euler (1934) using identical species of bacteria and
working independently, reported them as positive in riboflavin
synthesis* These organisms were Clostridium butyrlcum and
Bacillus nasteurianum . Also, the former investigators reported
Lactobacillus delbrueckll as positive and the latter reported
Thermobacter helveticum as positive in addition to the other
two. Shortly after this, Pett (1935) recorded Bacterium
aerogenes , and B. subtills as positive for riboflavin synthesis.
However, B^ coll , Staphylococcus albus, and B^ proteus vulgaris
were found to be negative.
At approximately the same time that Yamasaki and Yosetome
(1938) reported that butyl alcohol bacteria can synthesize
riboflavin, Boissevain, Drea, and Schultz (1938) reported the
first pathogenic bacterium as positive, also. They studied
four strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosi
s
,
one human strain H
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37, one attenuated human strain
R1? one bovine strain NJ, and
one attenuated bovine strain BCG.
After growing these strains
upon Santon's medium for a period of
six weeks, a marked
fluorescent, greenish, yellow pigment was
very apparent. The
R
x
strain produced much more of the
pigment than any of the
others
.
Orange crystals obtained from all four
strains had not
only the spectroscopic characteristics
of riboflavin, but the
chemical characteristics as well. The
following amounts of
riboflavin expressed in gammas per cc.,
were found to be
present in the synthetic culture medium
of the four strains:
Ri-2.86, BCG-1.07, bovine nJ-0.85,
and human H 37-0.50. It is
of interest to note here that the attenuated
strains
synthesized greater amounts of riboflavin than
the virulent
strains. Also, as can be seen from the
figures above, there
was no correlation between pigment
production and virulence of
the organist*
Dorfman and Koser (1939), continuing the study
of ribo
flavin synthesis potentialities of various
pathogens, found
several strains of Bacillus dysenterlcus
also able to
synthesize considerable amounts of riboflavin.
Another
pathogen demonstrated to be positive was C;.
diptheriae by
Evans, Handley, and Happold (1939).
Snell and Strong (1939) studied a new group
of bacteria.
the lactic-acid group, for its riboflavin
production abilities
and found them to be synthesizers of the
vitamin. The
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staphylococci, some of which had been reported as negative
earlier, were specifically Investigated by O’Kane
(1941).
Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus, flavu s were
grown In
pure culture on a riboflavin free, chemically defined
medium.
A fluorescent substance was produced by both which was
ribo-
flavin according to r.luorimetric assay, and also according
to the
L. easel growth test.
To make the assays, liquid cultures were first
centrifuged
to obtain the cells. The cell paste was then mixed
with 70
per cent acetone. After a 24 hour stand in acetone the
cell
debris was filtered off and the solution remaining was
evaporated 'to dryness. The residue was then dissolved in
50
ml. of distilled water prior to the assay.
An interesting and prophetic series of experiments was
conducted by Yamasaki (1941). He not only demonstrated the
synthesis of riboflavin by Clostridium acetobutyIleum, but
he
demonstrated that specific changes in the percentage of
calcium
carbonate in the synthetic medium altered the synthesis of the
vitamin greatly. These affects of various inorganic as
well as
organic nutrients upon vitamin production habits of specific
organisms need to be the subject of much further research.
Thompson (1942) in his experiments, previously mentioned,
assayed not only the bacterial cells but also the medium of the
five bacterial species he studied and found them all to be
positive for riboflavin production. These organisms were:
Aerobacter aerogenes , Serratl a irarcesens , Pseudomona s
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fluorescens , Proteus vulgaris , and Clostridium butyllcum . Also
Lee and Burris (1944) found Azotobacter vlnelandl
1
to be a
remarkable synthesizer of riboflavin, so much so that they
reported It ©s one of the organisms which might profitably be
utilized for commercial production, synthesizing the enormous
amount of 325 gammas per gram.
In their splendid investigation of the synthesis of vitamins
by intestinal bacteria, previously cited, Burkholder and
McVeigh (1942) found Eh coll
, Proteus vulgar!
s
.
Bacterium
aerogenes
. Alkallgenes fecalls. Bacillus mesentericus
. and
Bacillus vulgatus to be positive for riboflavin production.
The Lactobacillus easel growth assay method was utilized. Also,
Burkholder et al (1943) reported the synthesis of riboflavin by
three out of five unidentified species of bacteria isolated
from the surfaces of several types of aging cheeses. One
bacterium isolated from Brie cheese synthesized riboflavin at
the rate of 57 gammas per gram. Another unknown species from
Liederkranz cheese produced 97 gammas per gram, and for another
from Lircburger cheese the figure was 43 gammas per gram. Since
the assays of the surfaces of aging cheeses demonstrated that
the cheeses increased in riboflavin content enormously during
the aging process, it was assumed that this extraordinary
vitamin synthesis was a normal aspect of the aging process.
ft
also
(3). Nicotinic Acid (Vitamin P-P)
In Burkholder and McVeigh's (1942) excellent work, they
found some bacteria which synthesized nicotinic acid. E.
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Bacterium aerogenes , Alkaligenes f®calis, Bac i 1 lu s.
mesentericus, and Bacillus vulgatus , were found to be positive,
whereas, Proteus vulgaris was reported as negative. In fact,
nicotinic acid had to be introduced into the medium before this
bacterium would grow at all.
It is worthwhile here to discuss partially the medium and
method of these investigators because they achieved what have
been recognized as most excellent and accurate results, lhe
medium utilized was as follows: to one liter of redistilled
water was added 1.0 gm. KgHPO^., 0.1 gm. MgSO^’VHgO, 5.0 gm NaCl,
0.005 gm CaOlg, 10.0 gm. glucose, 2.6 gm recrystallized
asparagine, 0.1 gm. of 1-tryptophane, 0.05 gm. of 1-cystine,
and these trace elements in unspecified amounts, Fe, Mn, B,
Zn., Cu., and Mo. A pH of 6.8 was maintained at the time of
the inoculation.
To inoculate, 0.1 ml. of a saline suspension of the
organism was placed by means of a sterile pipette into an
Erlenmeyer Flask containing 20 ml. of the sterilized medium.
One group of flasks, including controls, were incubated in a
room maintained at-20cb, and the other group were incubated at
36°C. All were allowed to grow 48 hrs . prior to assay. Tn the
case of nicotinic acid, the Lactobacillus arabinoaus assay
method of Williams was utilized, this organism being utilized
as a micro-biological indicator.
Decrease in temperature produced smaller amounts of
synthesized nicotinic acid, and as would be expected, increase
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in incubating time produced increases in the amount of vitamin
synthesized.
Serrati a marcesen s , P s eudom on a s fluores.c ens , Aeroba c ter
aerogenes , Proteus vulgaris , and Clostridium butylicum, were
demonstrated to be positive in nicotinic acid synthesis by
Thompson (1942). Burkholder et el (1943) in their experiments
in which five bacterial species were isolated from the surface
of aging cheese found that only two of them synthesized
nicotinic acid. One isolated from Brie cheese produced 29
gammas per gm. and one isolated from Limberger cheese
synthesized the same amount.
More recently attempts have been made to ascertain whether
various bacteria have a symbiotic relationship in vitamin
synthesis. According to Porter (1946) this has been
demonstrated to be the case with some organisms. For instance
some organisms synthesize various portions of the nicotinic
acid molecule, for example, the pyridine nucleotides. An
example given of this type of organism is E. coli. Whereas,
others couple these synthesized molecular portions into the
complete molecule. Organisms given which fulfill this function
are Staphylococcus aureus , Cornybacterium diptheri.ae , various
Proteus species, and Baci llus dysenteri cus .
(4). Biotin (Vitamin H)
In Guha’s (1932) experiments with Bacillus vulgatus , he
also tested the organism for the production of ’’Bios’
1 as well
as for vitamin B1# The bacterium proved to be positive for
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"Bios" synthesis as tested by the Saceharomyces cerevlsiae
growth method of assay. The extra-cellular extracts which he
found to be negative in the case of vitamin B x were also
negative in the case of biotin*
Landy and Dicken (1941) studied the synthesis of biotin
by a considerable number of bacteria. They were cultivated
in
amino acid - glucose medium of known chemical composition,
and
following optimal growth were hydrolyzed by autoclaving them
with hydrochloric acid. The product of hydrolysis of each
species was assayed by the Snell’s yeast growth method.
Positive biotin synthesis was obtained for Bacillus, sub t il\_3 >
Mycobacterium tuberculosis , Aerobacter aerogen e s., Ebertnella
tvnhosa , Escherichia coll , Serratia marcesens , Alkaligen es
fe calls , Klebsiella pneumoniae , Proteus, vulgaris., Ba^llus
anthracls , Pseudomonas aeruglno,s_a , Staphylococcus, aureu s
,
Sarclna lutea , Azotoboacter vinelandii (w )_, Azotobact_er vine
-
landil ) B-l) . The best producer of biotin of the positive
organisms proved to be Bacillus subtllla , whereas the weakest
synthesizer was Alkaligenes fecalis
.
In contrast to the findings of Guha, these Investigators
reported more biotin present in the medium then was present in
the bacterial cells. By changing various environmental
conditions, they also found that the quantity of biotin
synthesized by any organism depended upon many variable factors,
namely, the medium, time of incubation, amount of inoculum,
and
bacterial strain. And it is to be supposed that other such
factors would have caused variations also had they been tested.

Thoirp8on (1942) studied five bacterial species for biotin
synthesis and found that four, Aerobacter aerogenes , Serratla
irarceoens
.
Pseudomonas flu ores cens . and Proteus vulgar! s ,
would synthesize the vitamin in a biotin free, chemically
defined medium. However, for the fifth, Clostridium butylicum >
It was necessary to introduce one microgram of biotin per liter
of medium before the organism could be made to grow. Even
after the addition of biotin, this organism could never be
encouraged to synthesize the vitamin, and the investigators
seem quite certain that it is definitely negative.
It is also worthy of note that, contrary to earlier
reports, this worker reported enormous biotin synthesis by the
positive organisms.
Another group of investigators reporting biotin synthesis
In larger quantities than any of the other "B complex" vitamins
were Woods, Taylor, et al (1942). They found their micro-
organisms yielding a consistently higher biotin content.
Contrary to Thompson, though, they reported ClQ 3 tridulm
butyllcum as positive instead of negative. Some others
reported as positive which confirmed previous records were
Serratla marcecens . Aerobacter aerogenes » and Pseudomonas
fluorescens .
Burkholder and McVeigh (1942) reported positive results
for biotin synthesis, confirming earlier reports previously
cited, for E*. coll . Proteus vulgaris , Bacterium aerogenes .
Alkallgenes fecalis , and Bacillus vulgatus . Tn their work they
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found one organism which despite all efforts would not give
positive results. This organism. Bacillus meaentericus , would
grow in their synthetic medium, however, when biotin was
introduced.
These investigators also utilized the familiar yeast
growth method with Saccharomyces cerevisiae F.B. They reported,
contrary to previous reports, that biotin synthesis by the
organisms tested was very small as compared to the synthesis of
the other "B complex" vitamins. Since they were testing only
intestinal bacteria, they accounted for this fact in this way,
that since animals need only minute quantities of biotin in
t
their metabolism it would be strange for the Intestinal
bacteria to produce large quantities of the vitamin.
They confirmed slso earlier reports that changes in
environmental factors altered the quantity of biotin synthe-
sized. Likewise, tests made showed that in the case of Eh. coll ,
and B^ aerogenes , the only organisms tested for this fector,
from one to fifteen per cent of the biotin synthesized wss
present outside the bacterial cells, depending upon the
temperature and length of Incubation time.
Lee and Burris (1943) studied the abilities of various
bacteria to synthesize biotin with the idea of developing one
species as a possible commercial source of the vitamin. Azoto-
bacter vlnelandl
1
was finally chosen the results showing an
average synthesis of 3.5 gammas per gram. This figure when
compared to the riboflavin synthesis figure of 32.5 gammas per
gram for the same organism, given previously, would seem to
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support the finding of Burkholder and McVeigh insofar as
comparative quantities of various "B complex” vitamins
synthesized are concerned. However, a fact noticed by
Burkholder and McVeigh (1942) may help to explain these
apparent discrepancl es . They found that biotin continued to be
synthesized as long as the cultures were allowed to grow, but
the other "B complex" vitamins were produced rapidly throughout
the early growth periods. During the later growth periods, the
production dwindled greatly. On the other side of the
argument, however. Is the more recent Investigation of
Burkholder et al (1943). Three of the five species of un-
identified bacteria Isolated from the surface of aging cheese
I
synthesized biotin. The quantity of biotin synthesized in an
equal incubation time was much smaller In the case of biotin
than for any of the other vitamins tested. For instnace, as an
example, 57 gammas per gram of riboflavin and 29 gammas per
gram of niacin were synthesized by the bacterium isolated from
the surface of Brie cheese, while only 0.99 gammas per gram of
biotin were produced. Comparable contrasting figures were
given for the other two organisms.
It is apparent that additional research is needed to
definitely settle this question. Also, specific investigations
would be profitable concerning bacteria which have yielded
conflicting reports and which have not yet been placed without
doubt as either positive or negative in biotin synthesis.
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(5). Other Water Soluble Vitamins
Several other ”B complex” vitamins, as well as vitamin C,
(ascorbic acid) have been demonstrated as having been
synthesized by various bacteria. Thompson (1942), in addition
to the results previously given, found Aerobs.cter aerogenes ,
Serratl a marcesens , Pseudomonas fluorescens , Proteus vulgaris ,
and Clostridium butyllcum to be positive in their synthesis of
pantothenic acid, pyridoxin, inositol, and folic acid. Lee and
Burris (1943) in their study of Azotobacter vlnelendll as e
possible commerical source for various vitamins discovered it
to be a producer of pantothenic acid along with other B vitamins
previously mentioned. Originally, he grew the bacterium in a
nitrogen free, mineral salts, sucrose medium. A change from
sucrose to molasses proved to give much better synthesis,
however. Porter (1946) in his discussion of the synthesis of
pantothenic acid says that some species are definitely positive
in their synthesis while others have been demonstrated to be
negative. A greet many organisms have never yet been tested
for this ability, or have been demonstrated to synthesize only
a portion of the pantothenic acid molecule.
Landy, Larkum, snd Oswald (1943) studied a great many
different species of bacterie concerning their ability to
synthesize pare-aminobenzoic acid. A great many of those
assayed after growth in the vitamin free medium proved to be
positive for its synthesis. Interestingly enough, most of the
vitamin was found in the medium rather than in the bacterial
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cells. Also, different strains of the same species grown under
identical conditions did not give identical yields of the
vitamin. Changes in quantitative production would be expected
where environmental conditions were not identical, and such was
the case in these experiments also as in many others previously
discussed. However, this unique condition of different strains
of the same bacterium grown under identical conditions, and
producing various amounts of p-aminobenzoic acid, would seem to
warrant further research. Bacteria reported as positive in
production of this vitamin were; two species of Salmonella,
Shigella dvsenterlae , Eberthella typhosa, E. coll. Brucella
abortus, Proteus vulgaris. Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Aerobacter
aerogenes. Bacillus subtilus. Bacillus megatherium, Serratia
marcecens. Bacillus vulgatus, Klebsiella pneumoniae.
Alkali crlnes fecalis. Corvnebacterium diptheriae. Staphylococcus
albus. Staphylococcus aureus. Vibrio cholerae. Shigella
paradysenteriae , three species of Mycobacterium, several
species of Streptococcus, three species of Diplococcus,
Lactobacillus casei, Lactobacillus arabinosus, Clostridium
botulinum, Clostridium sporogenes, and Clostridium tetani.
Recently, a new water-soluble vitamin has been discovered
which has figured quite conspicuously in the literature in this
field. It has been designated by various investigators as
"the Norite Eluate"
,
the "Lactobacillus casei factor", and
vitamin n B
c
". Tt is a potent, growth factor, which prevents
nutritional cytopenia in some mammals and birds, and is an
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essential growth factor for some bacteria, particularly for
Lactobacillus easel » and Streptococcus laetts » The first
organism is now recognized as the standard assay organism for
the vitamin, since it will not grow upon synthetic media devoid
of the vitamin* Burkholder, McVeigh, and Wilson (1945) have
demonstrated that fully fourty-two strains of various species
of bacteria assayed after growth on synthetic, "B
c
n free media,
do synthesize the vitamin in varying amounts depending upon
species and growth conditions. A few of the best producers of
the vitamin studied by these investigators were; subti 11s ,
B* vulgatus , Serrati a marcecens , and an unidentified gram-
negative bacillus isolated from the intestine of a fowl.
Little successful work has been done in the attempt to
demonstrate the synthesis of vitamin C by bacteria. Porter
(1946) reports, however, that Busing end Peters in 1940
demonstrated that Serratia marcecens was able to produce it.
It would appear that more investigation of this subject with
other bacteria might prove to be profitable.
(6). Fat-Soluble Vitamins
As with the other micro-organisms discussed, there is also
with bacteria a scarcity of experimental evidence concerning
the synthesis of the fat-soluble vitamins. A few positive
results have been obtained, but certainly not enough to give
the assurance concerning these vi tairins (except for vitamin K)
that is definitely known concerning the synthesis of the water-
soluble vitamins by bacteria.
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VI tam in K or the antlhemorrhagic vitamin has been sought
successfully by several Investigators. Almquist et al (1938)
found that when ether extracted fish reel, free of vitarln K,
was allowed to putrify considerable aEOunts of antlheEOrrhagic
substance was formed which had all of the characteristics of
vitamin K when fed to chicks. Several species of bacteria were
then tested for the production of vitamin K plus one species
isolated from the vitamin K positive, putrified fish meal. The
organism isolated was incubated upon wet, sterile, ether-
extracted, fish meal for ten days. Tt was then dried and added
to the basal chick diet. Other bacteria tested and found
positive in the same manner for vitamin K synthesis were; B.
cereus , B. mycoides , Baci llus typhosus , E. coll , Bacterium,
aerogenes , Sarclna lutea , Bacillus subtills , Chromobacterium,
prodlgiosus , Staphylococcus aureus , B. coll , and Mycobacterium
tuberculosis . One organism was consistently negative in all
tests. This organism was Pseudomonas aeruginosa .
Some of the positive bacteria mentioned above showed from
five to eight times the sntihemorrhagic ability of dried alfslfa
which is considered as the standard. Hence, it can be readily
seen that very great amounts of this vitamin were synthesized
by some bacteria. B_. subtills was especially fine in its
synthetic capacity, producing 152 gammas of the vitamin per
gram of dried bacterial cells.
Even though great amounts of the vitamin were synthesized
none could be demonstrated as having been secreted into the
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>
surrounding medium. This seems strange when the great
quantities synthesized are considered.
Daw, Glavlnd and others (1941) confirmed the positive
report of Almqulst et al concerning B_. coll . They also found
Streptococcus fa eel urn , positive In Its production of vitamin K.
Vitamin K hes been found In large quantities in the rumlna
of sheep and cows by McElroy and Goss (1940). They fed sheep
on a vitamin deficient diet, except for vitamin A, for a period
of thirty days. The sheep were then slaughtered and the rumen
contents were obtained and dried. To obtain rumen samples from
cattle they used flstulated animals fed upon a vitsmin free
diet. There was evidence of great vitamin K production in both
cases, the Investigators assuming it to be of bacterial origin.
It is reported by Eddy snd Dahlaorf (1941) that the
vitamin Kg found In putrlfied sardine meal Is synthesized by
certain bacteria. Eh coll, subtills . and Staphylococcus
aureus have been demonstrated to be capable of producing the
vitamin. It Is suggested by the above authors that since these
organisms may be found in the human digestive tract at various
times, there may be therefore the possibility of vitamin Kg
synthesis within the human digestive tract.
Much further confirmation of previous results and new
research as well needs to be done in the case of vitamin K.
Little is known concerning the distribution of this factor
among various micro-organisms. Just how it is produced in the
bacterial cell, and its importance in bacterial metabolism, are
also secrets worthy of attention.
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Concerning vitamins D and A, it is extremely doubtful at
this point whether they can be synthesized by bacteria. A few
reports exist, however, which concern the synthesis of mole-
cular porti ons of these vitamins, sometimes designated as
” provitamins" . Schopfer (1943) reports that Azotobacter
chroococcum synthesizes a pro-vitamin D when grown on a
synthetic medium. He also reports that l/iycobacterium Phlei is
able to synthesize both alpha and beta carotenes, pro-vitamins
of vitamin A.
(7) . Intestinal Synthesis in Animals
It seems rather strange that one of the earliest
experiments concerning the definite production of vitamins by
bacteria should be prophetic of some of the most recent
important developments in this study. However, that is the
case, for Cooper (1914) after he had ascertained to his satis-
faction that Bacterium- coli was negative in its curative
effects on polyneuritic pigeons, and hence apparently produced
none of the anti-neuritic substance (vitamin B) , found that
this was not the case where whole excreta of a hen fed on
unpolished rice, and the feces of a rabbit fed on bread and
cabbage, was concerned. These two substances were positive in
their cure of polyneuritic pigeons, and he postulated the
theory that bacteria in the excreta and feces synthesized the
vitamin. Even though this experiment was crude in its method,
as afterwards disclosed, it has pointed the way to many
important discoveries concerning the intestinal synthesis of
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vitamins by bacteria.
Another interesting early discovery was that of Theiler et
al (1915) who fed a vitamin deficient diet to cattle for more
than a year. Seeing that they apparently were none the worse
for their experience after this period, he postulated the theory
that with the aid of their abundant intestinal flora they
synthesized their needed vitamins. Tt was not until 1928,
however, that Bechdel et al (1928) proved this hypothesis to be
correct. They procured alcoholic extracts of the fermented
rumen contents of a cow fed a vitamin deficient diet. Assays
for vitamin n B complex” were made by adding this purified
material to the basal, vitamin B free, diet of growing young
rats. These preliminary trials demonstrated positively that the
rumen contents are an excellent source of the vitamin ”B
complex”. One bacterium appeared to be about 90$ prominent in
the rumen when crude cultures were made. This bacterium wss
isolated and proved to be an unknown species of the genus
Flavobacterlum , and was called Flavobacterlum vi tarumen . Tt was
grown In large quantities on a chemically defined, vitamin B
free medium. The bacterial cells were collected from the
cultures, dried, and were then fed to rats in the proportion of
12$ of the basal diet. The phenomenal growth curves as compared
to the controls (rats, receiving only the basal diet)
demonstrated that this organism was a most potent synthetic
source of the vitamin.
Other studies made of the rumen contents of cattle and
sheep have given additional conclusive evidence for vitamin
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%synthesis within the rumina of ruminants. McElroy and Goss
(1939), using bloassay methods of testing for the presence of
the vitamins, reported that in the rumen of sheep the following
B vitamins were synthesized; thiamin, riboflavin, pantothenic
acid, and pyridoxin e or vitamin Bg.
Wegner et al (1940) used a heifer calf with a rumen
fistula for their research. The calf was fed a vitamin B free
ration consisting of acid-washed casein 4$, urea 1$, codliver
oil 1$, salt mixture 3$, com molasses 10$, com starch 71$,
and bleached wood pulp 10$. This ration was fed for a
considerable period before any rumen contents were collected for
assay. Then, two kilograms of wet material were taken from the
rumen every other day for the duration of the experiment. This
material was diluted with 95$ alcohol to a final concentration
of approximately 60$ and was dried in a drying room. The
samples were then ground and essayed for thiamin, riboflavin,
nicotinic acid, pyridoxine, pantothenic acid, and biotin.
Positive results were obtained for each vitamin.
An interesting additional discovery was made by these
workers. When they added thiamin to the basal calf diet, it
was found that all of the B vitamins essayed were produced In
greater amounts.
McElroy end Goss (1940) using the same fundamental
technique sought with success the synthesis of riboflavin and
pyridoxine in the rumina of both the sheep and the cow. The
ration of the four sheep utilized contained less than 0.3
milligrams of riboflavin per gram, but the rumen contents
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%
contained an average amount of 25 iri Hi grams per gram.
In addition, these investigators reported the only case in
which a fat soluble vitamin has been demonstrated as synthesized
in the intestinal tract of ruminants. They found the dried
rumen material a good source of vitamin K, the antirachitic
vitamin, as based upon the standardized "chick-clotting-time"
assay method. This experiment, along with others, has led to
the increasing belief that vitamin K synthesis may be fairly
common in the intestinal tracts of various mammals. Much
additional work needs to be done, however, before enough con-
firmatory evidence Is obtained. Also, many more bacteria should
be investigated concerning their specific ability to synthesize
this vitamin and its components.
Wigglesworth (1929) and Koch (1933) both suggested the
possibility of the synthesis of vitamins In insects by internal
symbiotic organisms, but they did no specific research to
corroborate this suggestion.
Not until the research of Praenkel and Blewett (1943a and
1943b) has any definite positive evidence appeared to support
this position held not only by Wigglesworth and Koch but by
several others as well. In the course of a series of
experiments to ascertain just what vitamins were needed for
growth by several insect larvae, they found that the larvae of
one snecies. Lasioderma serricome, apparently did not need any
vitamin f*ot* their normal crrowth. Another. Silvanes surinamensis,
seemed to need only riboflavin, nicotinic acid, and pantothenic
/•
\
acid, and a third larval s neci ed *_Si todrepa panicea, didn’t
.
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need pantothenic acid or thiamin. Synthesis by internal
symbionts seemed to be indicated. Consequently, they continued
the work with the idea of definitely proving vitamin synthesis.
I
%
if possible.
The eggs and larvae of three species were utilized in their
experiments
,
Lasioderma serri corne , Sitodrepa panlcea , and
Ptinus tectus . Eggs of each of these insects were placed in two
groups. One group was allowed to develop normally. The other
group was sterilized to eliminate the possibility of any external
or internal symbionts. When each group of eggs hsd hatched into
larvae, some of each as a control were fed a diet containing all
of the known vitamins. Tn this case both the sterilized and
unsterilized larvae attained normal optimum growth. When variais
vitamins were withheld from the diet, the growth patterns were
not identical. When the five most important B vitamins were
withheld from the diet, there was no growth at all by the
sterilized lqrvae whereas by the unsterilized larvae there was
quite normal growth except for Sitodrepa which would not grow
in the absence of thiamin. The vitamins withheld from the diet
were; thiamin, riboflavin, nicotinic acid, pyridoxine, and
pantothenic acid.
Prom these experiments it was certainly most apparent that
internal symbionts were furnishing most of the necessary
vitamins for the unsterilized larvae. These experiments should
be merely the beginning of an enormous smount of Investigation
in this long neglected area of research.
Where the synthesis of vitamin s in the gastro-lntestinal
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tract of rats is concerned the positive evidence is much more
certain and abundant. Heller et al (1925) found that when rat
feces was fed to vitamin B deficient rats a remarkable curative
result was obtained as well as exceptional growth. It was
postulated then that the spore-formers inhabiting the gastro-
intestinal tract of the rat synthesized and stored the vitamin
in the colon. Roscoe (1931) confirmed these results when she
fed rats fecal matter from other rats. She found that growth
occurred if at least 20$ of the feces was fed in the diet.
These results were again confirmed by Guerrent and Dutcher
(1935) and by Kon et al (1938). However, neither group of
investigators went beyond the methods or findings of Roscoe.
To Abdel-Salaam and Leong (1938) goes the credit for per-
forming the first experiments which not only demonstrated
synthesis within the intestinal tract of the rat but also
isolated some of these bacteria to be grown in pure culture and
later assayed for vitamin B-^ synthesis. The bacteria were
grown in a broth medium and then assayed after preparation and
drying by the rat growth method. They reported (1) that the
one day culture contained the greatest amount of vitamin Bj_,
(2) that when the cultures were grown for more than three days
there was a destruction of the vitamin B7 that had already
been synthesized, (3) that there was no secretion of the
synthesized vitamin into the surrounding mediun . Their richest
cultures of the isolated bacteria produced 16 I. u. per gram of
thiamin
.
The preliminary experiments of Mitchell and Isbell (1942)
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agreed with the earlier experiments in that a large amount of
the various B vitamins were demonstrated to he produced in the
intestinal tracts. However, these investigators went farther,
proving that the vast majority of the syn thesis occurred in the
colon. In addition to this they found in their preliminary
experiments that a change in the diet of the rats not only
altered the intestinal flora but also changed the quantities of
the B vitamins which were synthesized. Vitamins which were
found to be synthesized by various intestinal species were;
thiamin, riboflavin, nicotinic acid, pantothenic acid,
pyridoxin, biotin, inositol, and folic acid. In all cases the
major portion of the vitamin was found to be within the
bacterial cell itself rather than secreted into the surrounding
medium, this being in agreement with the previous findings of
Abdel-Salaam and Leong. It was noted, though, that pantothenic
acid end folic acid were secreted into the surrounding medium
in greater quantities than the other vitamins. Biotin and
pyridoxin also moved with considerable freedom into the medium.
It was assumed that those vitamins that had been secreted were
the only amounts available for use by the animal. That being
the case, the four vitamins mentioned were apparently present
in adequate, available amounts, and possibly the several of the
others were present in adequate amounts for use by the rat.
However, the fact that a change in diet can alter the amounts
of the various vitamins formed would Introduce another often
variable factor, especially under natural conditions of life.
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A new and important direction has been given to the
research concerning this iratter by Nielsen et al (1942).
Believing that ample evidence existed to definitely prove the
synthesis of the "B complex" in the colon of rats, they
confined themselves to a quantitative determination of the
precise amounts of biotin synthesized by rats fed upon several
diets and made to live under various environmental conditions.
This was indeed a much needed study and has considerably
clarified the picture where this vitamin is concerned.
The excreta of the rats, was collected after they had been
fed on a controlled diet for a period of six weeks. The average
synthesis per day of biotin when the rats were fed this purified
ration was 295 m.;i.g. The same rats were kept on the same diet
for three more weeks end by that time the average daily
synthesis had jumped to 358 m.>i.g. of biotin. Four other rats
were placed on the same purified diet to which had been added
.b% of sulfaguanidine. Tt was thought that considerable numbers
of bacteria would be destroyed by this treatment and that a
smaller amount of biotin would be synthesized. This proved to
be the case, the average daily synthesis by the four rats after
six weeks on the diet being respectively, 128, 121, 32, and 102
m.u.g. Here is not only ample evidence of the detrimental
affect of sulfaguanidine, but there Is an indication of con-
siderable individual difference in the rats even when living
conditions and diet ere identical in so far as they can be
controlled.
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(8). Intestinal Synthesis in Man
The most remarkable recent research from the standpoint of
human welfare has been conducted principally by V. A. Najjar.
His research along with the work of his associates may result
in a complete rearrangement of our ideas concerning vitamins in
nutrition, especially the water-soluble vitamins and vitamin K.
It had been expected for some time that vitamins might be
synthesized in the intestinal tract of man just as in certain
animals. However, nothing specific in the nature of closely
controlled research had been done until Najjar and Holt (1943)
reported the intestinal synthesis of thiamin by bacteria in man.
Nine adolescent young men were used for the tests. They
lived on a synthetic diet in which the thiamin content was
gradually reduced for a period of eighteen months. No clinical
appearances of thiamin deficiency were apparent during this
time in any of the subjects. Thiamin was finally omitted from
the diet entirely. After five weeks on this thiamin absent
diet, four of the nine subjects developed clinical symptons of
thiamin deficiency. These four subjects showed no thiamin
content in their stools. However, each of those who did not
show such clinical symptoms showed consistently large amounts of
thiamin in the feces. To these four positive subjects retention
enemas were then administered with the result that the per-
centage of thiamin in the urine jumped immediately. This
phenomenal Increase in the urine thiamin content was attributed
to the reabsorption of the thiamin from the colon due to the
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artificial interference imposed by the enema.
The use of heavy dosages of sulfa drugs upon the subjects
resulted in great reduction of thiamin synthesis in the colon
based upon feces assays made during this period, but when the
administration of the sulfa compounds was stopped, the
synthesis was resumed, at first in smaller amounts than
previously and then at the former high level.
The investigators reported that the evidence accumulated
indicated thiamin synthesis in the human intestine in some
individuals. The individual differences were thought to be
due to differences in the original diets of the individuals.
Using approximately the same technique, Najjar et al (1944)
have also demonstrated the synthesis of riboflavin in the
intestinal tract. Twelve subjects were used in this case. The
same diet was used except for the addition of thiamin and the
elimination of riboflavin. The only riboflavin intake was that
occuring in the casein which was assayed and found to be 70-90
micrograms daily. The urinary riboflavin content dropped
during the first two weeks of the experiments until it reached
the level of 6-10 micrograms daily in each "fasting hour"
sample assayed. There despite the absence of adequate ribo-
flavin intake the level remained constant. When figured on a
daily basis, the above amount given for the "fasting hour"
sample multiplied by the number of such samples possible in one
day, on the basis of the average volume of urine daily, would
indicate that at the lowest riboflavin level reached there was
an average excretion of 150-250 micrograms per day.
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The final level of riboflavin excretion in the feces was
200-600 micrograms per day. Thus there was a final total,
which appeared to be a constant after the basal level had been
reached, of 350-850 micrograms of riboflavin excretion per day
as compared to a possible intake of 70-90 micrograms per day.
As in the case of thiamin, retention enemas caused a rise
in urinary excretion of riboflavin, indicating the absorption
of riboflavin from the colon as probably a normal process.
However, when a sulfa drug was administered, succinylsulfa-
thiazole, the riboflavin synthesis was not reduced as it was in
the case of thiamin synthesis.
The investigators went so far as to report that riboflavin
may not be a dietary necessity under every condition. However,
these conditions remain unknown. Also the organisms performing
the synthesis were not ascertained.
Elllnger et al (1944) and (1945) reported the synthesis of
nicotinamide in the human intestinal tract. They did not use
the synthetic diet utilized by Najjar and co-workers, but
merely determined the average amount of nicotinamide present in
the amounts of the natural foods given each subject. The
urinary excretion of N-methyl nicotinamide was assayed and the
resulting amounts were compared with the nicotinamide intake
amounts. It was also found that the administration of sulfa-
suxidine decreased the above mentioned urinary excretion of the
measured derivative. Thus, sulfa compounds had in this case
the same inhibitory affect as in the case of thiamin, pre-
viously mentioned.
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Najjar et al (1946) also reported nicotinamide synthesis
in man, confirming the findings of Elllnger and co-workers
except for the effects reported concerning the use of sulfa-
suxidine. For these investigators the administration of
sulfasuxldine resulted in no appreciable decrease in nicotin-
amide synthesis. However, it was postulated that this result
might be due to the different organisms present in the colon of
the different subjects utilized by the two groups of invest-
igators .
Hathaway and Strom (1946) attempted to ascertain the
difference in human intestinal synthesis of thiamin when their
subjects were kept on different diets. Some subjects were kept
on a synthetic diet. Others were kept on a natural diet which
had been assayed for thiamin. Their experiments confirmed
synthesis in the colon of man, but the evidence obtained
concerning the difference in thiamin synthesis due to varying
diet was inconclusive and conflicting.
The results of this research upon man, may well be
revolutionary as can easily be seen. Much work now needs to
be done to ascertain the type of intestinal flora that will
produce organisms which synthesize vitamins. Another closely
related question is this. What diet will consistently produce
the desired intestinal flora? When these questions are
answered, we shall have solved two of the most important and
puzzling problems now baffling nutritionists.
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VII. PRODUCTION OF VITAMINS BY HICHER FUNGI
It was not until comparati vely recent times that investi-
gators reported the ability of any of the higher Fungi to
synthesize vitamins. Due to the prominance of saprophytic and
parasitic forms and their preference for an acid medium
(Henrici 1944), it was thought probable that most of the higher
Fungi did not synthesize vitamins but utilized those already
present in the various substrata. Pett (1935) reported several
species of Aspergillus and Penicillium negative in the synthesis
of riboflavin. However, in 1938, contrary to this, it was
reported by Lavollay and Laborey (1938) that Aspergi llus niger
synthesized yellow pigments which appeared to have all of the
characteristics of riboflavin. A.lso, at approximately the same
time there were reports of vitamin synthetic capacity for
Zygorhynchus exponens , Rhizopus nigricans
. Thamonidium eligans ,
Chaetos tylum Fresenii
.
Pi laira an oma la t and As pergi llus niger
again. (Williams and Spies 1938). Fungi reported as lacking
vitamin synthetic capacity were: Phycomyces b lakes leeanus
,
Phycomyces nltens
. Absidla ramose , Mucor Ramannlanus
.
Pllal ra
anomal8
. Parasl t ella simplex , Chaetocladlum brefeldl , and
Dlcronophora fu lvs
.
Kitavin (1940) reported poisoning Aspergi llus niger with
mercury bichloride which, according to the investigator,
produced a physiological disturbance that caused the fungus to
synthesize riboflavin. At least, crystalline riboflavin was
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obtained froir his culture extracts. This concept of the
necessity of pre-poisoning of the fungus is unique in the
literature and was demons t rated quite conclusively to be in
error by Carpenter and Friedlander (1942) who believed it to be
evident from their experiments and others that vitamin pro-
duction was a normal physiological function in at least a great
many higher Fungi.
Again, in the case of the higher Fungi, as has been
demonstrated in the other micro-organisms, media changes
including alterations in inorganic nutrition affect the
synthesis capacity of the fungus. In the case of Aspergl llus
nlger , for example, such controlled alterations produced wide
variations in vitamin production. (Knoblock and Sellman 1941).
1. Complex 11 VI tarn ins
In the same series of experiments mentioned above.
Carpenter and Friedlander (1942) found that not only
Aspergillus nlger , but also several other higher fungi produced
riboflavin end thiamin in appreciable amounts, including
several species of Penicillium and Fusarium.
Phycomyces blake sleeanus , as stated previously, has been
demonstrated to be athlamlnogenlc . However, Kidder and Dewey
(1942) in a most interesting and important series of
experiments from the standpoint of future research, demon-
strated that this mold and another, Phytopthera cinnamoml , also
athiamenogenic, could grow in a synthetic, thiamin free medium
if the pyrimidine and thiazole components of the thismin
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molecule were present in the medium. Under these conditions
there was growth, hut no synthesis of thiamin. However, when
"Factor S"
,
an extract of green leaves, was added to the medium
containing the two thiamin molecular components, there was
considerable synthesis of the vitamin. This "Factor S" , which
is apparently catalytic in its action, stimulated at least the
two molds tested to thiamin synthesis. This is one of the
first successful attempts to ascertain some of the chemical and
physiological bases of vitamin synthesis in Fungi and as such
is a distinct step in a new and important direction.
Another step in an entirely new and important type of
vitamin synthesis research has been taken by Tatum snd Bell,
(1946) utilizing four mutant strains of Neurospora . The
differences in the thiamin synthesis potentialities which they
found in these four mutant strains of the same species raises
many questions concerning the physiological causes for such
differences in so closely related forms.
In the case of biotin synthesis by higher Fungi, Landy and
Dicken (1941) deserve major praise for their work which had as
its aim an examination of the biotin synthetic abilities of
representative types of all micro-organisms. Where molds were
concerned, the following demonstrated biotin production; a
Penicilllum species, Epl phyton interdi gitale
.
a species of
Mucor, Aspergi llus niger , and Aspergi llus Qryzae . In comparing
the biotin amounts produced by various micro-organisms, these
authors brought out an important consideration which others
have stressed as well, namely, that where comparative figures
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ere perused it will be noted that the higher Fungi synthesize
much less biotin, and other vitamins as well, than most of the
bacteria
.
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Various media, incubation times, culture strains, and othe
variable factors were utilized also in these experiments,
resulting in the synthesis of highly variable amounts of
biotin by the same organism with each changing condition. Such
information makes the widely variable quantitative reports
given by various authors concerning the same organism, which on
the surface would appear to be erroneous, perfectly logical.
Eakin and Eakin (1942) confirmed the work of Landy and
Dicken, previously mentioned. In so far as the ability of
As oergillus niger to synthesize biotin is concerned. Also,
they found that pimelic acid, when introduced into the
synthetic medium utilized, stimulated biotin synthesis of A
.
niger but did not affect its rate of growth. Other studies,
previously mentioned, on various other micro-organisms indicate
that such a phenomenon is not too uncommon. The study of the
effects both in rate of vitamin synthesis and rates of growth
caused by various compounds introduced ^nto synthetic media
promise to be very important in the studies of the immediate
future.
Pyridoxine, vitamin Bg, has never been demonstrated to be
a normal synthetic product of the higher Fungi • However,
Stokes, Foster, and Woodward (1943) obtained an X-ray mutant
strain of M euros pora si tophol a , normally negative in ability to
synthesize pyridoxine, which when buffered with sodium acetate.
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did not need pyridoxlne in the growth medium, and also
synthesized appreciable amounts of the vitamin. Above pH.
levels of 5.8 it was necessary, to furnish the organism with
amnonium compounds as sources of nitrogen in order to maintain
levels of pyridoxlne synthesis and growth.
The statement is made in Porter (1946) that molds and
related Fungi are capable of synthesizing pantothenic acid in
some cases, but thus far the search for any experimental
evidence to support this assertion has been unsuccessful.
However, where vitamin "Bg" or the "Norite Eluate" is
concerned, there seems to be a rather consistent positive
pattern in evidence of synthesis by the higher Fungi. Eighty-
four species and strains of Fungi were tested for synthesis of
this factor by Burkholder, McVeigh, and Wilson (1945) with
positive results being obtained for strains of Aspergillus
ni ger , Aspergl llus oryzae , Penl ci Ilium camemberti f Penl cl Ilium
notatum t Rhizopus mlcrosporus , Mu cor .jenanlcus , and Nectrla
pezl za . Great differences were found in the amounts of "Bc "
synthesized by the different organisms above, the figure
varying from 0.002 gammas of "Be" per ml. of homogenized
culture to 0.096 gammas. It should also be mentioned that the
Fungi were consistently less productive of vitamin "Bc " than
yeasts or bacteria. With two tested molds, previously
mentioned, a peculiar and unexplained phenomenon was demon-
strated. A_. ni ger and Rhi zopus mi cros porous . usually
synthesized "B
c
"
,
but in several cases there was ample evidence
of these molds destroying the vitamin rather than synthesizing
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it. Two other species Absidia spenosa , and Cercinella umbellata ,
negative for "Be" synthesis , also demonstrated the same destructive
tendency. This phenomenon deserves further attention and confirma-
tion.
2. Carotinoids
Although the Phycomycetes P. blakesleeanus and Phyconyces
nitens have been demonstrated conclusively as deficient in ”B
complex” synthetic capacity, they do synthesize several of the
pro-vitamin carotene components, primarily beta-carotene. (Schopfer
1943). The Phycomycetes are consistently high in carotene content.
Schopfer also demonstrated carotinoid production in one
other mold species, Mucor hiemalis , but only under special conditions
and then not in amounts comparable to the Phycomycetes. The correct
carbon-nitrogen rate in the composition of the media was the
important factor in this case, there being synthesis at some levels
of concentration and no synthesis at others.
More work needs to be done with these and related
organisms, since until this time no fat soluble vitamins have been
demonstrated to be completely synthesized by higher Fungi. These
experiments of Schopfer 1 s may be indicative of future possibilities
for research in this direction.
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VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE CONCERNING THE PRODUCTION
OF THIAMIN BY SOIL MICRO-ORGANISMS .
Considerable positive evidence for the production of
thiamin by various soil micro-organisms already exists, as
discussed previously in various chapters of this paper. How-
ever, it was apparent that there was not the wealth of evidence
available concerning soil micro-organisms, specifically soil
bacteria, which existed where micro-organisms of other habitats
were concerned. Consequently, it was thought to be sensible
and reasonably significant to investigate the thiamin synthesis
potentialities of several isolated soil micro-organisms. Such
is the purpose of the following experiments.
1.
Qualitative and Semi -Quantitative Methods Employed
(1). Collecting of Soil Samples
Eleven soil samples were collected. Large samples were
collected and were placed immediately in closed containers.
The collection was made on a damp day so that fairly optimum
conditions of bacterial activity, considering that it was
November, could be expected, and so that the samples would not
dry out prior to the Inoculation of the media. The sources of
the various samples were as follows
:
1. Shore-line, surface humus. Bank of Mystic
„
River W. Medford, Mass.
2. High Bank, Sub-Soil Winthrop, Mass.
3. Bank overlooking Winthrop Beach, Sub-Soil Winthrop, Mass.
4. Border of Winthrop Beach, Sub-Soil Winthrop, Mass.
5. Revere Beach, wet surface sand Revere, Mass.
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6. Wear Mystic River, garden loam
7. Talus at base of granite cliff
8. Revere Beach, dry deep sand (2 feet)
9. Woodland surface soil
10.
Garden loam
11* Garden loam (same as 10, except dr? ed
28 days)
Medford, Mass.
Winchester, Mass.
Revere, Mass.
Winthrop, Mass.
W. Medford, Mass.
W. Medford, Mass.
(2). Inoculation of Crude or Sub-Cultures
Initial inoculation was made by making a deep stab with a
sterile inoculating needle into the moist earth. Erlenmeyer
flasks containing 100 ml., of sterile nutrient broth were then
inoculated with these earth particles obtained on the sterile
needle from each soil sample end were incubated at 37 degrees
C. For several weeks inoculation from one set of flasks to
another was continued to eliminate any possible affect from the
originally introduced soil particles other than the introduction
of micro-organisms occurring In the soil samples. These sub-
cultures were then utilized in making the original qualitative
assays
.
(3). Assay of Crude or Sub-Cultures
The method of assay utilized for the testing of the sub-
cultures for thiamin was a color qualitative method developed
by Kinnersly and Peters. In this reaction 10 drops of
diazotized sulfanilic acid are added to 25 drops of an alkaline
carbonate mixture. To this mixture is introduced after one
minute a few drops (5-6) of the solution to be tested for
thiamin and a drop of formaldehyde, which stabilizes the pink
color formed if thiamin is present and keeps it from fading
rapidly due to oxidation. (Amow 1943)
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This essay proved to be fairly adequate for the testing of
the sub-cultures. However, it has the disadvantage of producing
varying shades of pink, depending upon the concentration of
thiamin in the solution assayed. This makes it somewhat
subjective in nature and subservient to errors of interpretation
by the investigator.
The results of the sub-culture assays are given in Table I.
(4). Semi-Quantitative Assay of Pogitive Sub-Cultures
The three sub-cultures which gave consistently positive
results were then assayed semi-quantitati vely by use of the
"Naiman reagent", the other negative and questionable sub-
cultures being discarded.
In the "jn aiman Reagent" assay, bismuth potassium iodide in
aqueous solution is added to the supposed vitamin solution. If
thiamin is present, an orange-red precipitate is formed which
is filtered, dried, and weighed, the weight values being
expressed not as thiamin, but as the bismuth potassium iodide
compound formed by its reaction with the thlazole component of
the thiamin molecule.
It was found that a 1% aqueous solution of the bismuth
potassium iodide produced what appeared to be an optimum pre-
cipitate when introduced into the culture solutions to be
tested. Hence, this percentage was arbitrarily used for the
remainder of the assays. Since positive results were obtained
by this method with the three tentatively positive sub-
cultures, the investigation was continued.
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TABLE I
THIAMIN PRODUCTION IN SUBCULTURES FROM SOIL SAMPLES
SAMPLE
NUMBER
ORIGIN AND TYPE
OF SOIL
NUMBER OF SUB-
CULTURES POSITIVE
FOR THIAMIN
NUMBER OF SUB-
CULTURES NEGATIVE
FOR THIAMIN
1. Bank of Mystic
River Hurru s
-
Shore Line 3 3
2. Winthrop-H5 gh
Bank Sub Soil 7
3. Bank of Winthrop
Beach Sub Soil 6
4. Border of Winthrop
Beach Sub Soil 7
5. Revere Beach Wet
Sand 4
6. Medford-near Mystic
River-Garden Load 4 2
7. Winchester-Talus at
base of Granite
Cliff 5
8. Revere Beach Dry
Deep Sand 8
9. Winthrop-Woodlend
Surface Soil 15
10. West Medford-Loair 3 3
*11. West Medford-Loam 7
* Saire as 10, except dried for 28 days before inoculation
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(5). Isolation of Predominant Organisms
and Assay of Pure Cultures
Nutrient Agar plate cultures were made by the streak
method of the three positive sub-cultures. The predominant
organisms appearing on these three cultures were then Isolated
by repeated plate transfers until pure cultures were obtained,
as demonstrated by both the gross appearance of the cultures
and repeated microscopic examination.
Sterile flasks containing 100 ml. of nutrient broth to
which 6% dextrose had been added were then Inoculated from the
pure cultures and were Incubated at 37 degrees C. for one week.
One half were then assayed by the "waiman reagent" method, the
precipitate being filtered, dried, and weighed. The other half
were filtered first, and then the filtrate was treated
precisely as the first half. The average results of these
assays, of the three pure cultures expressed in hundredths of a
gram of the KB1I
4 compound are given In Table IT.
(6). Controls Utilized
The following controls were utilized with both assay
methods
.
a. Assays were made of sterile nutrient broth, three
assays using the Klnnersley and Peters method, and three assays
using the "Naiman reagent", the results being all negative for
the first, and all slightly positive for the second. When 6%
dextrose was added to the nutrient broth in two later assays a
slightly greater precipitate was formed. In all cases this
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TABLE II
THIAMIN PRODUCTION IN PURE CULTURES
THIAMIN-PRODUCING
BACTERIA ISOLATED
FROM SOIL
TYPE OF SOIL RELATIVE AMOUNTS OF
THIAMIN PER 100 ML.
CULTURE (measured as
Bi KI 4 compound)
Bacillus subtilis Wlnthrop - High
Bank - Sub-Soil .15 g.
Flavobacterium
denitrificans
Bank of Winthrop
Beach, Sub-Soil .16 g.
Achromobacter
formosum
Winthrop, Woodland
surface Soil .18 g.
t.
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average value was subtracted from the final recorded weights.
The above results agree with the majority of the reports in the
literature concerning the thiamin content of this medium.
b. Bacillus subtilis , en organism previously
demonstrated to be positive, was grown in pure culture in
nutrient broth and assayed 7 times by the K - P method, and one
time with the ttNaiman reagent", the results being consistently
positive. This organism was utilized to ascertain the correct
color appearance produced in the assays by a positive organism.
c. Three assays of commercial thiamine hydrochloride
in distilled water solution were made using the method of
Kinnersley and Peters, and two were made using the "Naiman
reagent", the results being all strongly positive. The results
served as very excellent comparative material.
2. Identification of Thiamin Producing Organisms
With the help of Dr. G. Young the three, isolated, thiamin
producing organisms were identified by means of standard
laboratory techniques and proved to be the bacteria, Baci llus
subtilis , Achromobacter formosum » and Flavobacterlum
denitrlfi cans
,
all soil inhabiting species. The first, the
common, laboratory, gram-positive, spore-forming bacillus has
often been reported as a synthesizer of the vitamin. The other
two, however, have not to our knowledge been previously
reported as synthesizers of thiamin. They are both gram-
negative, motile, non-spore-forming bacilli which are given as
normal, aerobic, soil inhabitants.
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3 . Summary of the Result s of the Investigation
These preliminary Investigations as described, therefore,
would indicate that Bacillus subtl lis , Achromobacter formosum
.
and Flavobecterium denltrl flcans synthesize thiamin In
appreciable quantities In nutrient broth, and in nutrient broth
to which 6% dextrose has been added. The positive evidence
for the first organism 1 s in confirmation of the results of
many other investigators.
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IX. SUMMARY
Only four years after the remarkable discovery of the B
vitamins by Eijkman In 1897, CantanI (1901) reported the
presence of a growth factor in Bacillus dlptheriae which
stimulated markedly the growth of Bacillus influenzae . Since
that time hundreds of workers have contributed to the growing
accumulation of evidence for the synthesis of vitamins by
micro-organisms. There have been periods of negative and
conflicting evidence, however, which have plagued the advance
in knowledge concerning this subject. During these periods
lulls in the research upon the subject appeared, these lulls
usually ending with the discovery of some new end more accurate
method of assay of the vitamins synthesized.
As an example of one of these methods of essay which had
to be discarded before further accurate results and hence
progress in actual knowledge concerning the subject could be
obtained, it would be Illustrative to consider the case of the
Williams' yeast growth method. Williams (1919) presented what
he thought to be accurate evidence that the "water-soluble,
beri-beri preventing vitamine" most abundant in yeast was also
necessary as a growth factor for yeast cell nutrition. He
demonstrated that substances promoting the growth of yeast were
the same substances in which the vitamins were found. Hence,
after considerable experimentation, he concluded that "the
substance which stimulates the growth of yeast is or are
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1
*
identical with the substance or substances which in animal
nutrition prevent beri-beri or polyneuritis"
.
Showing it
possible to alter the vitamin content of a culture and hence
change the rate of yeast growth, he suggested that the method
be utilized as an assay for vitamins.
This assay method was utilized for several years with most
varying and conflicting results. As early as 1920 Souza and
McCollum delivered the death blow to the method but even so it
was utilized for several years following their experiments.
They concluded after extended experimentation and repeated
inconsistent results that the technique was "complicated by so
many disturbing factors as to make it of little if any value".
Also in the early experimentation there were many con-
flicting and inconsistent results due to the use of a variety
of bioassay methods using pigeons, rats, and mice, principally.
One method consisted in achieving a cure by means of feeding
the supposed vitamin containing substance to pigeons or other
birds suffering from artificially stimulated avian poly-
neuritis. The rat and mouse assays were built around either
growth curves for normal animals or else around comparative
growth curves using artificially induced vitamin deficient
animals, this being in essence a curative type of bioassay
similar to that of the pigeons described above. Sunderlin and
Werkman (1928) did a great service in clarifying the above
bioassay methods. The result, eventually, of their research
was the elimination of all pigeon curative and mouse assays and
and all rat assays other than that assay using the growth of
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1
young rats of standard age and weight (50 gm.). They also
demonstrated the need of feeding a higher percentage of the
supposed vitamin containing portion of the diet in order to
obtain more complete and accurate results in the growth curve
analyses
.
With the advance in knowledge it has been discovered that
there are certain micro-organisms which definitely do not
synthesize specific vitamins* Some of these are now being
utilized as the bases of very accurate assay methods for
particular vitamins, as described previously in this paper.
Most important though from the standpoint of confirming the
accuracy or inaccuracy of earlier reports, as well as for
checking the possible vitamin synthesis of unexamined organisms,
have been the various qualitative and quantitative chemical
assays developed recently due to the increase in knowledge
concerning the chemical structure of the various vitamins,
especially the several vitamins of the "B complex”. These
assays are much more accurate than the earlier methods and have
made possible precise quantitative knowledge concerning the
amounts of specific vitamins synthesized by particular micro-
organisms .
1. Affirmative Evidence
There is now no doubt whatsoever that an enormous number
of micro-organisms synthesize various vitamins as a normal
metabolic function. Many species of yeasts, Actinomycetes
,
Fungi, Bacteria, and a few unicellular Protozoa and Algae are
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known to synthesize various amounts of most of the known
vitamins. Where the fat-soluble vitamins are concerned, except
for vitamin K, and fat-soluble vitamins produced by unicellular
algal forms, the evidence is not too abundant at this time, but
where the water-soluble vitamins are concerned there is a
wealth of positive evidence for a great many organisms. One
can go so far as to say that vitamin synthesis is extremely
common if not characteristic of the normal metabolism of many
if not most micro-organisms. Some organisms synthesize several
vitamins, refusing to synthesize only one of the known water-
soluble vitamins, fcany others, and this seems to be much more
general, synthesize all of the known B vitamins in various
amounts. In the case of several others it is evident that they
synthesize certain components of the vitamin molecule but not
the whole vitamin, indicating a probable symbiotic relationship
existing where various micro-organisms are coexisting within
the same habitat. This phenomenon appears to be especially
true at the present stage of knowledge concerning organisms
which synthesize various pro-vitamins of the fat-soluble
vitamins
.
Tables III through VIII Indicate many of those organisms
which have been demonstrated as positive In the synthesis of
the various vitamins. It is to be understood that all micro-
organisms which have been demonstrated as positive or negative
for the synthesis of any vitamin are not included. However,
those which have been most consistently positive and which have
synthesized the greatest amounts of various vitamins are
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included.
2. Negative Evidence
It Is readily apparent at this stage in our knowledge
concerning the synthesis of vitamins by micro-organisms that
many do not synthesize certain vitamins* Also it is apparent
that a great many synthesize only portions of the molecule of
a particular vitamin.
Many micro-organisms which are definitely negative in the
ability to synthesize a particular vitamin are now utilized as
the basis of an assay method for that particular vitamin. An
example of one of these organisms would be the fungus,
Phvcomvces hlakesleeanus , which will not grow in the absence of
thiamin. When thiamin in any form, is introduced into the
medium, however, it will grow prolifically . It can be seen
that such an organism would prove to be a very useful assay
mechanism, and such has certainly been the case. Several other
organisms are utilized in the same way except that each is
specific in its use with only a single vitamin.
As mentioned, an organism may be negative in its ability
to synthesize a . vl tamin but be able to
synthesize a pro-vitamin or one of the vitamin molecular
components. This is especially apparent in the case of the
fat-soluble vitamins A and D. Apart from chlorophyll containing
unicellular algae it has never been possible to demonstrate
the synthesis of these vitamins by any micro-organisms.
However, it has been possible to demonstrate the synthesis of
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included.
2. Negative Evidence
It is readily apparent at this stage in our knowledge
concerning the synthesis of vitamins hy micro-organisms that
many do not synthesize certain vitamins. Also it is apparent
that a great many synthesize only portions of the molecule of
a particular vitamin.
Many micro-organisms which are definitely negative in
the ability to synthesize a particular vitamin are now until-
ized as the basis of an assay method for that particular
vitamin. An example of one of these organisms would be the
fungus, Phycomyces blakesleeanus . which will not grow in the
absence of thiamin. When thiamin in any form is introduced into
the medium, however, it will grow prolifically. It can be seen
that such an organism would prove to be a very useful assay
mechanism, and such has certainly been the case. Several other
organisms are utilized in the same way except that each is
specific in its use with only a single vitamin.
As mentioned, an organism may be negative in its
ability to synthesize a vitamin, but be able to synthesize a
pro-vitamin or one of the vitamin molecular components.
This is especially apparent in the case of the fat-soluble
vitamins A and D. Apart from chlorophyll containing
unicellular algae it has never been possible to demonstrate
the synthesis of these vitamins by any micro-organisms.
However, it has been possible to demonstrate the synthesis of
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alpa and beta carotene, pro-vitamins of vitamin A, by several
yeast and bacterial species, as well as by several of the higher
Fungi. After the same pattern, the synthesis of the previtamins
of vitamin D have been successfully demonstrated, but never the
vitamin itself.
Numerous internal and external factors affect the synthesis
of vitamins by all micro-organisms. Tn all cases variable
environmental conditions give varying quantities synthesized.
Tn some cases organisms which normally are negative in the
production of a particular vitamin have been altered by means
of artificial environmental changes so that they are able to
synthesize the vitamin. Leonian and Lilly (1942) changed
several yeast species from an heterotrophi c habit to an auto-
trophic habit where thiamin was concerned. Rodotorula rubra
which normally does not synthesize carotinoids was made to do
so by the addition of extra amounts of readily available carbon.
(Schopfer (1943)). Phytopthera clnnamoml normally will not
synthesize thiamin, but when the thiazole and pyrimidine
components of the molecule are introduced to the medium plus
M factor S u
,
an extract of green leaves, the organism will
synthesize considerable quantities of the vitamin. (Kidder and
Dewey 1942). Several other examples of this phenomenon could
be cited, but these are adequate as illustrative material.
Tables III through VTTI give many organisms which have been
demonstrated to be negative in vitamin synthesis. Because of
the numbers involved, only the most Important negative organisms
have been included, especially those now useful as assay
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organisms for a particular vitamin due to their negative
characteristics. Table VII is included especially to indicate
the difficulties encountered and the conflicting results
obtained in the early experimentation.
3. Suggestions Concerning Future Experimentation
There are a great many interesting and important
possibilities for the future of research where vitamin synthesis
by micro-organisms is concerned.
First, it is important to know more concerning the various
micro-organisms which actually do or do not synthesize various
vitamins. This is an important anabolic function, at least it
is especially significant from a nutritional standpoint to
mankind in general. Hence, It is truly significant to know
whether a particular micro-organism synthesizes a definite
vitamin or not, apart from its importance to academic knowledge
in this field.
For the same reason it is important to know the organisms
which synthesize molecular components of a particular vitamin
molecule. This is a comparatively new avenue of research in
this field and is an especially important one. It is filled
with possibilities for the discovery of synthetic symbiotic
relationships between various micro-organisms living naturally
in the seme habitat.
Where fat-soluble vitamins are concerned the research in
this area has scarcely begun. Various yeasts have been
demonstrated to synthesize ergosterol but none have been shown
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to synthesize the vitamin D. Azotobacter chroococcum
synthesizes a provitamin of vitamin D also, but does not
synthesize the vitamin according to our present knowledge.
(Schopfer 1943). In the case of vitamin A Schopfer also indi-
cates that alpha and beta carotenes have been demonstrated as
products of synthesis by Mycobacterium Phlei but the vitamin
has never been demonstrated to be a product of that synthesis.
(The above is not true in the case of marine diatoms. These
synthesize vitamin A as well as B and C. (Hjort 1922) .
Porter (1946) thinks that this may very well be one of the
fundamental metabolic differences between plant and animal
forms, that is, that plant forms containing chlorophyll
synthesize carotinoids, whereas animal forms do not.)
Second, it should be recognized that the "B complex"
vitamins have received an undue share of research effort*
Consequently, much more is known where these vitamins are
concerned. Vitamins which deserve more attention are;
vitamins A, C, D, and K.
Vitamin A has been demonstrated as commonly synthe-
sized by diatoms and other unicellular forms, but not enough
workers have continued this research to adequately verify and
confirm the work as well as enlarge upon it. Also where the
synthesis of pro-vitamins of A are concerned far too few
investigators have been interested. Hence, the knowledge in
this field is merely in its infancy. Schopfer (1943) indicates
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that the Phycomycetes are especially consistent in the synthesis
of the carotenes. Consequently, it might be well to concentrate
for a time upon this group in an effort to discover whether the
^ complete molecule vitamin A is synthesized by any members of
this group.
In the case of vitamin C, Busing and Peters (1940) report
that it is synthesized by Serratia marcesens . Other than this
bit of information the only other knowledge is that concerning
the synthesis of the vitamin by algae. This is well accepted
as fact and yet not a great many investigators have confirmed
or enlarged the findings of the early workers.
There is practically no information concerning the pro-
duction of vitamin D end what little there is concerns the
synthesis of ergosterol rather than the whole vitamin molecule.
Thus far it would seem that this vitamin is not synthesized by
micro-organisms, but certainly not enough work has been done
upon the subject to suggest this as a statement of fact.
Considerable positive information is available concerning
one fat soluble vitamin, vitamin K, but much more work is
needed. Almquist et al (1938) demonstrated many bacterial
species positive in the production of vitamin K. Bacillu s
subtilis synthesized truly enormous quantities. Others tested
were definitely negative. Eddy and Dahldorf (1941) found
<
^
several Intestinal bacteria positive end suggested that
intestinal synthesis was probable. This particular point will
be discussed at greater length later in this discussion.
Several of the more recently discovered B vitamins need to
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have much more attention paid to them. Porter (1946) mentions
pantothenic acid particularly in this respect. Pyridoxine or
vitamin B6 has also been much neglected.
Third, several groups of micro-organisms have been
scarcely touched concerning their vitamin production cap-
abilities. Thiamin synthesis has been studied in the Actino-
mycetes by several investigators and riboflavin in et least one
isolated case, but little else has been attempted. The uni-
cellular algae and the more primitive algal filamentous forms
have also been neglected. The information available where
these are concerned, even though unequivocal and clear, has
been achieved by too fe?/ investigators and should have further
published confirmation. Also, more species should be studied
in order to attain a more complete overall picture of the
synthetic capabilities of these organisms. Where protozoal
forms are concerned there is also an extreme dearth of inform-
ation. Kidder and Dewey (1942), however, performed some very
interesting experiments with protozoa. Their results would
indicate that much profitable time could be spent studying
them. Their species, except for one exception, even though
normally unable to synthesize thiamin were "trained" to do so
when "factor S" , an extract of green leaves, was added to the
medium. The exception. Glaucoma sclntlllans . however, could
never be made to synthesize the vitamin. These studies are
Interesting from the standpoint of bacterial physiological
activity also, and this type of research should be continued
if for that reason alone.
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Fourth, it Is very apparent that individual diffemces in
synthetic capacity are normal in all micro-organisms depending
upon a great many variable factors* Different strains of
identical organisms kept under identical environmental
conditions insofar as possible or known still synthesize vary-
ing amounts of a vitamin. Tatum end Bell (1946), for instance,
found great differences in thiamin synthesis capacity in four
strains of Neurospora which they studied. Landy et al (1943)
found this condition to be true also where synthesis of p-
aminobenzoic acid by several strains of the same organism is
concerned. Several other investigators have reported similar
results
.
More work needs to be done on this fascinating question,
because the reasons for these individual differences are
entirely unknown.
As would be expected, varying factors of environment cause
wide variations in vitamin synthesis in all micro-organisms
studied. Decreases in temperature cause not only decreased
growth but also decreased vitamin synthesis. Other variations
in environment such as media utilized, time of incubation,
amount of inocula, and many others alter the amounts synthesized
The quantity of a particular vitamin synthesized by an
organism in at least a great many cases depends upon the
presence of certain organic and inorganic compounds in the
media in certain percentage. Many investigators have reported
this phenomenon. Yamasaki (1941), for example, demonstrated
that s pec! fic changes in the percentage of calcium carbonate In
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the medium altered the amounts of riboflavin synthesized by the
organisms studied. Also when pimelic acid was introduced into
the medium in which iU niger was being grown there was an
increase in synthesis but strangely no increase in growth.
Then again, Lewis (1944) found that an iron deficiency stimu-
lated thiamin production in Torulops^ s uttlis
.
Many other
examples could be cited, but these sre sufficient to illustrate.
That various minerals do have a marked effect is established,
however the reasons behind the phenomenon are largely unknown.
Tn this area lies probably some of the most important secrets
associated with this whole understanding of the phenomenon of
vitamin synthesis.
Another aspect of this same problem which is fraught with
research possibilities is the possibility of training various
micro-organisms to synthesize vitamins which they do not
normally synthesize. This has been done with several species
already and eventually it should yield some very revealing
facts concerning the fundamental physiological and chemical
problems involved in vitamin synthesis. Schopfer (1943)
demonstrated that Rhodotorula rubra , normally athiaminogenic
,
could be made to synthesize thiamin if given adequate amounts
of carbon in the proper form. The synthesis of the carotinoids
by Mu cor hi emails depends upon the proper carbon-nitrogen level,
there being synthesis at some levels but none whatsoever at
others. Wood et al (1938) trained Propi onlbacterlum pento-
saceum (49V/) to synthesize thiamin by constant serial transfer
in a medium of ammonium sulfate which contained ether extract
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of yeast extract as a stimulant. These illustrations should
indicate the possibilities involved in this work.
Fifth, there have been at least three areas where the
recent evidence has been confusing and in some cases conflicting
Until about 1930 the majority of the evidence apart from a
few conspicuous exceptions indicated that pathogenic bacterial
species did not synthesize vitamins. Since that time, however,
the tide of evidence has turned in the opposite direction.
Boissevain et al (1938) reported four strains of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as positive for riboflavin production. Landy and
Dicken (1941) reported several more pathogens positive, this
time for biotin synthesis. As can be seen by a glance at Table
VTII
,
a great many pathogens have been fairly recently reported
as positive for various vitamins. This work, though, is not
complete, much more evidence being needed to complete the
picture.
The problem as to whether vitamins are secreted into the
media or kept where synthesized within the bacterial cells has
also proved to be annoying. As early as 1923 Kuroya and Hosoya
reported that the extracts of B^_ coli seemed to be as effective
in curing polyneuritic pigeons as the bacterial cells. Guha
(1932), however, reported extracellular extracts of Bacillus
vulgatus as negative for biotin. Almquist et al (1938) also
reported no vitamin K secreted into the medium. More recently,
though, Burkholder and McVeigh (1942) found thiamin secreted
into the medium utilized in great quantities, reporting as much
as 15$ of the vitamin in the extracellular extract. Probably
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the most accurate picture of this problem up to this time is
that presented by Thompson (1942) who reported that each cell
apparently secreted that amount not necessary for its own
metabolism. This problem, even so, is very much alive, and to
make a "blanket” statement concerning the supposed facts would
be inaccurate in all probability.
Another question which is also very much alive at this time
is the question as to just how biotin synthesis compares in
quantity with the synthesis of the other B vitamins. Thompson
(1942) reported enormous biotin synthesis as compared to the
synthesis of the other B vitamins. In confirmation, Woods et al
(1942) reported biotin as being synthesized in much larger
quantities than any other B vitamin. However, Burkholder and
McVeigh (1942) reported biotin synthesis as extremely limited
in comparison to the synthesis of the other B vitamins, and with
these findings several other investigators have concurred. One
explanation offered for the opposed results is that biotin
alone among all of the B vitamins continues to be synthesized
as long as cultures are kept alive, whereas the synthesis of
other vitamins seems to take place very early in the life of
the culture. Another explanation is that intestinal bacteria
do not synthesize biotin to any great extent because it is not
necessary, whereas others do synthesize considerable amounts
more or less according to environmental needs. Neither of
these explanations are adequate, as can be readily seen,
indicating full well that more work should be done on the
problem.
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The last and probably the most Important problem of all
concerns the synthesis of vitamins in the intestinal tract,
especially in the human colon. One of the very earliest ex-
perimenters in vitamin synthesis (Cooper 1914) found evidence
that the excreta of rabbits and hens contained vitamin B.
Other early workers confirmed this idea in principal. Bechdel
et al (1928) demonstrated B vitamin synthesis in the rumen of
the cow. McElroy and Goss (1939) demonstrated the same
phenomenon in the rumen of the sheep, and in 1940 the same men
reported that vitamin K was also synthesized in the rumen of
both animals. Many investigators working independently have
reported the synthesis of the "B complex' 1 vitamins in the
intestine of the rat. Mitchell and Isbell (1942) found further
that an alteration in diet changed the intestinal flora and
also the amounts of the B vitamins synthesized. Nielsen et al
(1942) discovered a most interesting fact, namely, that the
introduction of sulfaguanidine to the diet inhibits vitamin
synthesis in the rat intestine very remarkably. These invest-
igators also reported that rats demonstrated individual
differences in vitamin synthesis when kept under identical
conditions
•
These previously mentioned findings are important in them-
selves, but they ere particularly Important because they
carry over into the research upon humans to be discussed. This
work was commenced by Najjar (1943) and he along with his co-
workers has made the principle contributions to the knowledge
of the field. He has demonstrated the synthesis of thiamin.
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riboflavin, end nicotinamide in the colon of man, the last In
confirmation of the work of Ellinger et al (1944). Concerning
this synthesis the following general concepts are recognized at
this point in our knowledge.
First, the individual differences in vitamin synthesis
which do occur regularly seem to be due to the bacterial flora,
caused by the original diet of the subject. Second, absorption
of the vitamins into the body from the colon has been demon-
strated by the use of retention enemas. Also, the administra-
tion of sulfa drugs cause a great reduction of thiamin syn-
thesis but no apparent reduction in the case of riboflavin
synthesis. In the case of nicotinamide reduction the picture
is confused for Ellinger reported that nicotinamide synthesis
was reduced by sulfa compounds whereas Najjar reported no
apparent reduction. In no case have the organisms performing
these intestinal syntheses been isolated. This should be done.
Perhaps the conflicting reports concerning nicotinamide
reduction, just mentioned, are due as suggested by Najjar to
the presence of different synthesizing organisms in different
individuals
.
As a result of these investigations Najjar has even gone
so far as to suggest that riboflavin may not be a dietary
necessity. One could even go farther than this as a surmise,
on the basis of the information known, and say that when we
know what diets produce the proper bacterial flora for the
synthesis of a particular vitamin we shall have gone beyond the
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days of the vitamin as a necessary dietary supplement* This
however. Is a matter for future investigation, and is a problem
which is being examined with extreme interest by several
investigators at this present time*
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X. ABSTRACT
Due to the enormous amount of literature to be read It is
quite Impossible for an individual to keep abreast of the
advances in even his own field unless there is an occasional
summarization of the evidence as an aid to rapid understanding
and generalization. This is true especially in all areas of
the research concerning the vitamins, these remarkable growth
factors which in the short span of fifty years have come to
figure so essentially in the biological knowledge of the day as
well as in the general life of the public. Even the minute
area of that vitamin research covered by this paper represents
an enormous amount of research which is so vast that it too
needs summarization from time to time. This, then, is the
essential purpose of this work along with the intention of
discovering those areas which would be logically significant
for research in the immediate future. Also the writer's personal
interest in the problem from the standpoint of the Importance
of the soil bacteria and other soil micro-organisms in the
production of various vitamins is a factor involved.
Only four years after Eijkman's remarkable discovery of
the n B complex" vitamin, Cantani (1901) presented the first
report of the apparent synthesis of the vitamin by Bacillus
dlptheriae and other pathogens. The problem has remained one of
great interest and considerable significance since that time.
Periodically there have been lulls in the research particularly
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efter a trying period of conflicting evidence. As can be seen
t
by an examination of Table VI, much conflicting evidence
appeared up until the work of Scheunert and Schieblich in the
late ’'twenties" and that of Sunderlin and Werkir.an (1928)
eliminated two of the most baffling difficulties. During this
period one worker would report an organism positive in its
synthesis of vitamin B, and the next investigator would often
report the same organism to be negative. It is little wonder
that the investigators occasionally became discouraged and let
the matter rest untouched for a time.
The principle difficulty solved, at least to a great extent,
by the above investigators was the matter of an adequate method
of bioassay for the vitamin. The result of their work was the
discrediting of all of the bioassay methods in general use at
the time except that assay which utilized the growth of young
rats of standardized age and weight. They also demonstrated the
need of feeding a higher percentage of the supposed vitamin
containing portion of the diet in order to obtain more accurate
results in the analyses of the growth curves.
More recently new and even better, or at least more con-
venient, methods of assay have appeared, especially after the
discovery of the various vitamins of the "B complex”. After the
isolation and synthesis of the specific vitamins, qualitative
and quantitative chemical methods were developed which are
comparatively simple and very accurate. Also after the certain
confirmation of a few micro-organisms es definitely negative
where a particular vitamin is concerned these organisms have
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been utilized profitably as assay mechanisms. These two general
techniques have caused the research results since about 1930 to
be much more consistent and gratifying. This can be readily
seen by a perusal of Table VTI.
There are a few common factors apparent in the methods
utilized by most of the investigators in this field. The
organisms are usually grown on or in a chemically defined medium
devoid of the vitamin to be assayed. Various supposedly
positive organisms are then isolated and after growth for a
time on or in the vitamin free medium are collected and prepared
for assay in a variety of ways. The preparation is then (1)
assayed chemically, (2) inoculated into media containing an
organism which requires the presence of the vitamin for growth,
or (3) is fed to rats by the addition of the preparation to the
basal vitamin free diet. Other methods, of course, have been
utilized successfully.
A wide variety of micro-organisms synthesize vitamins.
Bacteria and the yeasts are the most prolific synthesizers of
the various water soluble vitamins. Some, however, do not
synthesize particular vitamins, and others synthesize only
molecular components of a particular vitamin, never synthesizing
the whole molecule. Still others are inhibited in growth by
the presence of a particular vitamin in the media. This general
pattern seems to be fairly general among all micro-organisms.
The Actinomycetes and higher Fungi also synthesize the B
vitamins quite generally. However, the general tendency is for
these organisms to synthesize much smaller quantities than
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those previously mentioned.
Although the research where the protozoa and unicellular algae
are concerned, has been inadequate there is enough evidence to definitely
state that some specific organisms synthesize the water soluble vitamins,
including vitamin C in the case of the unicellular algae. Some marine
diatoms also are the only micro-organisms which have been demonstrated as
I
capable of synthesizing the vitamin A molecule. In fact. Porter (1946)
thinks this phenomenon may be basic in the physiological differences
between plant and animal life. It appears at this point at least that
chlorophyll and the process of photosynthesis is essential to the
synthesis of carotinoids. Some other organisms have been reported as
producers of alpha and beta carotene, pro-vitamins of vitamin A, but
none have demonstrated ability to synthesize the vitamin itself.
One fat soluble vitamin, vitamin K, is synthesized by some
bacteria in great quantities. It also has been shown several times
that it is synthesized by intestinal bacteria in the gastro-intestinal
tract. This vitamin is unique, though, for in the case of vitamin A
and D, other fat soluble vitamins, no synthesis of the molecule has
ever been found in fungi or other typical plant forms.
An examination of the Tables III through VIII will give an
approximate picture of the present knowledge concerning synthesis by
specific organisms. Most negative species, except those of some
particular significance, have been omitted.
Vitamin synthesis is altered in micro-organisms by a wide
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variety of environmental factors. Differences in media, in-
organic salts, organic compounds, incubation time and temperature,
amount of inoculum, and many other variables as well affect the
quantities of a particular vitamin being synthesized. Also it
is apparent that there are individual differences in micro-
organisms just as in all other forms of life which cause a
variation in the quantity of vitamin synthesis by a particular
species, even though all known conditions are kept constant.
Then too it has been found that many normally negative species
may be "trained" to synthesize a particular vitamin by the
addition of certain substances to the medium.
Three problems in the field are now receiving considerable
attention due to the conflicting evidence now apparent. The
first, the question as to whether pathogens synthesize vitamins,
now appears to be almost settled in the affirmative. However,
ten to fifteen years ago this was one of the most baffling
questions
.
The problem, as to whether vitamins are excreted into the
surrounding media or kept where synthesized within the cells of
the organism has also been troublesome. The most recent report
r
8nd probably the most accurate picture has been given by
Thompson (1942) who suggests that micro-organisms excrete that
amount of the vitamin which is not necessary for their meta-
bolism. However, th^ s problem still needs a considerable amount
of attention before it can be considered to be fairly well
solved.
Another question, very unsettled at the moment, is the
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problein of biotin synthesis as compared in quantity to the
synthesis of the other B vitamins. Some investigators have
reported that biotin is synthesized in far larger amounts than
any of the other vitamins. Other workers report just the
reverse. Attempts at explanation have been made, but actually
the truth concerning this matter must wait upon further
research.
Research of great significance to our future concept of
the importance of the vitamins in nutrition has been reported
within the past four years. Tt has long been known that various
vitamins are synthesized in the gastro-intestlnal tract of many
animals. However, not until 1943 was it definitely known that
this occurred also in human beings. Najjar and co-workers have
demonstrated the synthesis of three of the B vitamins, thiamin,
riboflavin, and nicotinamide, in the human colon. As a result
of these investigations, Najjar hss even gone so far as to
suggest that riboflavin may not be a dietary necessity. At a
later time, when it is known just what diet is necessary to
encourage the existence of the proper micro-organisms in the
intestine, it may be possible for human beings to consistently
synthesize by the aid of the proper organisms the necessary
vitamins. In the case of some individuals and particular
vitamins this phenomenon has already been observed. However,
the vitamin producing organisms have not yet been Isolated.
Also the answer to the question as to what diet produces the
proper flora for the production of a specific vitamin is
unknown. Until these questions are answered little more can be
601
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sald.
As can be readily seen by the foregoing discussion this
problem of the synthesis of vitamins by various micro-organisms
is of quite considerable importance. Schopfer (1943) even
believes it to be the most interesting and possibly the most
important aspect of the whole field of vitamin research. At
least it is important enough to encourage many others to
commence research in this field.
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TABLE III
I
SYNTHESIS OF VITAMINS BY YEASTS
"B" NICOTINIC CAROTI- INVEST-
ORGAN ISMS COMPLEX Bi Bg ACID U BC ’' BIOTIN NOTDS TGATORS
Baker'
s
Yesst *5
S . cerevisiae -2 -*
S. ellipsoideus *
Brewer’s -*2
Yeast
Torula rosea
* -x
•>
Mycoderma
cerevisiae
Mon ill a
Candida
Torula utilis ->2 *2
Torula sphaerica w
Torula crerroris *
Torula laetosa
Nelson et
al( 1921
)
Macdonald
(1922)
Hawk et al
(1922)
Guerrent
et al
(1928)
Harden et
al( 1921
Eijkiran
(1922)
Leoni an et
al{ 1942
Harden et
©1(1921)
Macdonald
(1922)
Osborne et
al (1922)
Hoet et
81(1924)
Sunderlin
et al(192S)
Fink et
al( 1941
)
Hoet et
al( 1924)
Hoet et
81(1924)
Fink et
al( 1941
Lewis et
al( 1944)
Rogosa
(1943)
Rogosa
(1943)
Rogosa
(1943)
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TABLE ITT - CONTINUED
"B" nicotinic carott- invest-
organisms COMPLEX B
x Bg ACID u Bc " BIOTIN NOIDS IGATORS
Torulopsis
Kefir
(Bei jerinck)
Mycotorula
l8ctis
S. fragilis
S. anamensis
Moni lia
pseudotropicaH s
Zygosaccharomyces
lactis
Candida florens
Fleischman*
s
Type 3-dry
Rhodotorula
rubra
w
w
Or
*
*
Rogosa
(1943)
Rogosa
(1943)
Rogosa
(1943)
Rogos a
(1943)
Rogosa
(1943)
Rogosa
(1943)
Burkholder
(1945)
EUrkho lder
(1945)
Schopfer
(1943)
Legend: * indicates positive, - indicates negative
Numbers indicate number of times tested and found
either positive or negative.
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TABLE TV
acttnomycetes which SYNTHESIZE VITAMIN
S
organisms b x B2 INVESTIGATOR
Eremothecuim ashbyii * Raffy (1939)
Actinomyces albus •* Mackinnon (1942)
Actinomyces
viridochromogenus * Herrick and Alexopoulos
(1942)
22 unnamed species and
strains * Herrick and Alexopoulos
(1942)
Legend
:
indicates positive species
Negative species not given.
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TABLE V
UNICELLULAR ALGAE AND PROTOZOA
WHICH SYNTHESIZE VITAMINS
- 111-
ORGANISMS
Unicellular Algae
VITAMINS
Vitamin A Vitamin B]_
INVESTIGATORS
Plankton (various sp.)
Diatoms (various sp.)
Other unicellular algae
(various species)
Netzschia closterium
W. Sm.
PROTOZOA
Hjort (1922)
Kjort (1922)
Hjort (1922)
Jaireson et al
(1922)
-x-*Tetrahymena geleii
-*-*Tetrahyrcena vorax
Glaucoma scintillens
Glaucoma pyriform!
s
# Kidder and Dewey
(1942)
* Kidder and Dewey
(1942)
Kidder and Dewey
(1942)
Hall and Cosgrove
(1943)
i
Legend
:
-x- indicates positive, - indicates negative
Syntheses only in the presence of “factor S H end
other factors.
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SYNTHESIS
TABLE VI
OF "B COMPLEX” BY BACTERIA - EARLY
ORGANISMS
CONFLICTING EXPERIMENTS
” B COMPLEX” investigators
Bacillus coli *5 -4 Robertson (1924)
Bacillus typhosus *
Sunderlin and Werk-
man (1928)
Kuroya and Hosoya
(1923)
Cooper (1914)
Damon (1921)
Weill et al (1922)
Eijkman et al (1923)
Pacini and Russell
(1918)
Robertson (1924)
Bacillus paratyphosus B -2 Damon (1921)
Robertson (1924)
Bacillus subtilis *2 -2 Damon (1921)
Slanetz (1923)
Robertson (1924)
Sunderlin and Work-
man (1928)
Lactobacillus bulgaricus -2 Wollman (1921)
Amylomucor Bacillus -2 Wollman (1921)
Wollman and Vagliano
( 1922
)
Bacillus vulgatus *3 Scheunert and
Schiebli ch (1922)
(1927) (1933)
Azotobacter (sp.?) -X- Hunter (1923)
Azotobacter chroococcum -* Slanetz (1923)
Sunderlin and Work-
man (1928)
Serratia marc®cens *2 Slanetz (1923)
Robertson (1924)
Schieblich (1929)
Bacterium lactis acldi - Slanetz (1923)
Bacterium mycoides vc •* Slanetz (1923)
Schieblich (1929)
Rhizobium leguminosarum Slanetz (1923)
Sunderlin and Work-
man (1928)
Bacillus prodigiosus - Slenetz (1923)
Bacillus radicola - Slanetz (1923)
Micrococcus agilis - Slenetz (1923)
B. proteus VC Damon ( 1923a
)
Robertson (1924)
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TABLE VI - CONTINUED
ORGANISMS H B COMPLEX" INVESTIGATORS
Fried lander’ s bacillus -2 Damon (1923a)
Damon (1923b)
B. pfeifferi * ** Damon (1923a)
Damon (1923b)
Bacillus adhaerens ~/c Damon (1923b)
Sunderiin and Werk-
man (1928)
Bacillus timothy *2 Damon (1923b)
„ Damon (1924)
Bacillus smagmatis (246) a- Damon (1924)
Bacillus rroellin (627) * Dgmon (1924)
Pseudomonas pyocyanea * Robertson (1924)
Sarcina lutea Robertson (1924)
B. diptheriae - Robertson (1924)
B. dysentariae - Robertson (1924)
Bacillus paratyphosus A - Robertson (1924)
Staphylococcus albus - Robertson (1924)
Staphylococcus aureus - Robertson (1924)
Sp. choleroe - Robertson (1924)
Sp. metchnikovi - Robertson (1924)
Tubercle bacillus - Cunningham (1924)
Bacillus mesentericus Hr Schieblich (1929)
B. mycoides - ruber Schieblich (1929)
Bacillus ellenbachensis Schieblich (1929)
Bacterium lacti s-eerogenes Schieblich (1929)
Vibrio alcaligenes Hr Schieblich (1933)
Bacillus mycoides it Sunderiin and Werk-
man (1928)
Flavobacterium vitarumen ‘VC’ Bechdel et al (1928
Legend: * indicates positive, - indicates negative
Numbers indicate number of times tested and found
either positive or negative.
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TABLE VII
SYNTHESIS OP VITAMINS BY BACTERIA
NICOTINIC P-a-b OTHER B
ORGANISMS B i b2 ACID BIOTIN Bc ACID VITAM INS
s
Bacillus
vulgatus
Bacillus
ic -V- -x2 -X X
dysentericus -x- x
Staphylococcus
aureus - X* *x -X
Coryn bacterium
diptheriae
Aerobacter
-X* ic 'X
aerogenes
Serratia
X uW *3 -X W
marcescens A* -x- 'X -*3 -X X*
Psaudorr.onas
fluorescens
Proteus
X -X X *2 X
vulgaris X *2 - — '){• *3 'X X
Clostridium
Butylicum
Escherichia
-X- •Jt -X - -x X
coli
Bacterium
X w *2 'X
aerogenes wW *2 •?<r
Bac5 llus
mesentericus
Alkaligenes
-X- •X- *X* -
fecalis •X- X -X *x2 -X
Clostridium
butyricum
Bacillus
*2
pasteurianum
Lactobaci llus
-*2
delbrueckii
Thermobacter
helvetl cum
Bacillus
-X
subtilis 'X* * •X- -X X
Bacillus
coli
'
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c K INVESTIGATORS
Guha (1932) Landy et al (1943) Burkholder and
McVeigh (1942) (1945)
Dorfiran et al (1939)
Evans et al (1939) O’Kane (1941)Landy and Dicken
*2 ( 1941 ) Landy et al(1943)Eddy et al( 1941) Alrrqulst
et al (1938)
Evans et al (1939) Landy et al (1943)
Thompson (1942) Landy and Dicken (1941) Woods et
al (1943)
Thompson( 1942 ) Landy end Dicken ( 1941)ftoods et si
( 1942 /Landy et all 1943 Busing and Peters (1940)
Burkholder et al (1945)
Thompson (1942) Wood et al (1942)
Thompson (1942) Pett (1935) Burkholder and McVeigh
(1942) Landy and Dicken (1941)
Thompson (1942) Woods et al (1942)
Burkholder and McVeigh( 1942 ) Landy and Dicken (1941)
*2 Landy et al( 1943) Alirquist et al( 1938) Eddy 8t al (194
Burkholder and McVeigh (1942) Pett (1935)
Almqulst et al (1938)
Burkholder and McVeigh (1942)
Burkholder and McVeigh (1942) Landy and Dicken
(1941) Landy et al (1943)
Warburg and Christian (1933) Adler end Euler
(1934)
Warburg and Christian (1933) Adler and Euler
(1934)
Warburg and Christian (1933)
Adler and Euler (1934)
Pett ( 1935)Landy and Dicken ( 1941) Landv et al(1943)
„ Q Burkholder et al(1945)Eddy et al( 1941) Almqulst
et a 1(1938)
*-2 Pett (1935) Almqulst et al (1938) Dam et el
(1941)
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TABLE VII - CONTINUED
ORGANISMS B
x
NICOTINIC P-a-b OT^ER B
B2 ACID BIOTIN B c ACID VITAMINS
Staphylococcus
albus - •if
Mycobacterium
tuberculosis
Staphylococcus
-x
flavus
Lactobacillus
*x
easel
Clostridium
• — X
acetobutylicurr -x
Azotobacter
vlnelandl
i
Eberthella
->
-X
typhosa
Klebsiella
-x
-X
pneumoniae
Bad llus
*x -X
enthracl s -X
Pseudomonas
) aeruginosa *x -X
Sarcina lutea
Shi gella
dysenteriae
Salmonella
•if
'X
(sp.?
)
-X
Brucella
abortus
Bacillus
•X
megatherium
V^brl o
-X
cholereae •if
Shigella
peradysenteriae
Mycobacterium
•if
(3 sp.?) - •if
J
Streptococcus
(sp.?)
Diplococcus
(3 sp.?)
Lactobacl llus
if
•if
avabinosus -X
Clostridium
botulinum
Clostridium
•X
) -
sperogenes X
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K INVESTIGATORS
Pett (1935) Landy et al (1943)
Alirqulst et al (1938) Landy and Dicken
(1941)
O'Kane (1941)
Assay organism for Bo end B Landy et al
(1943)
Yamasaki (1941)
Lee and Burris (1944) - commercial possibility
Landy and Dicken (1941)
Landy and Dicken (1941) Landy et al (1943)
Landy and Dicken (1941)
Landy and Dicken (1941) Landy et al (1943)
Landy and Dicken (1941) Almqulst et al (1938)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy and Dicken (1941) Almqulst et al (1938)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
Landy et al (1943)
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TABLE VTT - CONTINUED
NICOTINIC P-a-b OTHER B
ORGANISMS B-j. Bg ACID BIOTIN B c ACID VITAMINS
Clostridium
tetanl v
B. cereus
B. mycoldes
Bacillus
typhosus
Chromobacterium
prodlgeosus
Streptococcus
faccium
Legend: vindicates positive, - Indicates negative
Numbers indicate number of times tested and found
either positive or negative.
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*>f
Landy et al (1943)
^lirquist et el (1938)
Almqulst et el (1938)
Almqulst et al (1938)
Almquist et al (1938)
Dam et al (1941)
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TABLE VIII
VITAMINS SYNTHESIZED BY HIGHER FUNGI
"B
ORGANISMS COMPLEX" B1 b2 BIOTIN B6 "B c " INVESTIGATORS
Aspergi llus
(sp.3
Aspergi llus
niger
Aspergillus
oryzae
Penici Ilium
(sp.3
Penici Ilium
carrerberti
Penicillium
n ota turn
Rhizopus
nigricans
Rhi zopus
microsporous
Mucor (sp.?)
Mucor
jan anicus
Mucor
Ramannianus
JAr
-*
* *2
x
—
*
-x
x
*
*
Pett (1935)
Lavollay (1938)
Williams et al
(1938)
Carpenter et al
(1942)
Landy and Dicken
(1941)
Eakin and Eakin
(1942)
Burkholder et al
(1945)
Landy and Dicken
(1941
Burkholder et al
(1945)
Pett (1935)
Carpenter et al
(1942)
Landy and Dicken
(1941)
Burkholder et al
(1945)
Burkholder et al
(1945)
Williams et al
(1938)
Burkholder et al
(1945)
Landy and Dicken
(1941)
Burkholder et al
(1945)
Williams et al
(1938)
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TABLE VTTT - CONTINUED
"B
ORGANISMS COMPLEX" Bi B2 BIOTIN Bq "B" INVESTIGATORS
Nictria
pezlza
-**Phytopthera
clnnamomi
Fusarium
(several sp.)
Chaetocladium
brefeldi
D1 cranophora
fulva
Burkholder et al
(1945)
euros para
si tophi la
Epiphyton
* Stokes et a 1(1943)
Interdigitale
Zygorhynchus
Landy and Dicken
(1941)
exponens
Thamonidiurn
vt Williams et al
(1938)
eligans
Chaetostylum
* Williams et al
(1938)
fresenil -eC Williams et al
(1938)
Pilaira anomald
-**Phycomyces
t\ -Jc — Williams et al
(1938)
blakesleeanus
Phycomyces
-2
-*
Williams et al
(1938)
.
Kidder and Dewey
(1942)
nitens Williams et al
(1938)
Absldie ramosa
Parasl tella
Williams et al
(1938)
simplex • Williams et al
(1938)
Kidder end Dewey
(1942)
Carpenter et al
(1942)
Williams et al
(1938)
Williams et al
(1938)
Legend -* indicates positive, - indicates negative
Numbers indicate number of times tested and found
either positive or negative.
Positive under special conditions (trained)
Positive under special conditions (mutant strain)
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